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ABSTRACT 

Previous research has found that access to reading materials within neighborhood settings 

tends to be disproportionate depending on the surrounding community’s socioeconomic status. 

Analyses of neighborhoods delineated by local income indicate there are fewer locations where 

youth and their families can borrow or purchase affordable reading materials (i.e. fewer public 

libraries or booksellers). Most materials focus on young children with even fewer resources for 

teens. These book deserts negatively impact young adults who continue to develop their literacy.  

Using a critical consciousness framework, high school-aged co-investigators attending a 

youth-serving agency used Photovoice to assess their access reading materials and perceptions of 

the quality and quantity of those materials. Twenty-two high school students took pictures of 

things that encourage them to read in Wichita and answered a pre-Photovoice questionnaire, and 

ten were interviewed and responded to a post-Photovoice questionnaire.  

Results across methods indicated that most co-investigators felt there was adequate 

access to reading materials in town; seven could identify those particular places where they could 

find books, with libraries and schools mentioned the most often. These co-investigators primarily 

said they like to read because they can learn from books and enjoy the creativity books enhance. 

However, they do not read often, partly because of noted challenges to access in the community. 

Co-investigators said they perceive books as higher-quality when the materials are personalized 

to teens’ experiences and relate to their lives; however, they do not get these types of books in 

schools, which they said is viewed as the greatest source of reading encouragement. From a 

group coding session, co-investigators created four distinct themes of pictures that symbolize 

factors that encourage them to read: college, signs, driving, and religion. Co-investigators 

provided suggestions for increasing reading among people their age, as they recognize factors 

that prohibit young adults from reading in Wichita and are presented in this study.  
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CHAPTER I 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 In the words of one of the United States’ most beloved authors Dr. Seuss, “The more that 

you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more places you’ll go” 

(1978). The concept is quaint: the more books a child reads, the more competent they will be in 

school, and the more competent a child is in school, the more successful they will be in life. For 

a child without access to books, however, the reality is not as quaint. Using the logic above, the 

fewer books that a child reads, the less competent they will be in school, and the less competent a 

child is in school, the less successful they will be in life.  

Unfortunately, this is a reality for far too many young people in this country today. As of 

the 2015 census, 21.7% of all children under the age of 18 (approximately 16,037,705 children) 

in the country lived under the poverty level (United States Census Bureau, n.d.). The connection 

between poverty and access to books has been heavily documented over the years, as well as the 

connection between poverty and educational achievement. The beginnings of increasing access 

to reading materials among those in poverty trace back to the creation of public library branches 

and traveling and mobile libraries starting in the late 1890s (Van Slyck, 1995; Johnson, 2015; 

Pawley, 2000). While these efforts focused on those living in rural environments, the evolution 

of extending past the traditional library structure in urban environments encourages many 

creative book access methods in modern times. Despite the abundance of book outreach services 

that exist, there are still discrepancies in who and how people gain access to reading materials. 

Children in poverty are consistently disregarded when it comes to access to reading materials, 

although the term “book desert” was recorded for the first time in 2014 (Unite for Literacy) and 

has only started to take off in the past couple of years (Bol, 2015). Even though the book desert 
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term has been in use for a short amount of time and appears in only a few peer-reviewed journals 

or other articles, this phenomenon’s influence on children’s school readiness and language 

learning has been well reviewed (Neuman & Moland, 2016; Neuman & Celano, 2012; Neuman 

& Roskos, 1993; Neuman, 2008; Evans, 2004; Carey, 2004). A variety of interventions and 

prevention programs exist to increase reading resources in home environments as well as in 

schools (Reach Out and Read, 2014; RIF, n.d.; CLIF, 2015; Scholastic, 2014; The RED 

Bookshelf, n.d.; Little Free Library, 2017).  

Academic overviews of book deserts and their attempted remedies are bereft in how 

those affected (youth living in low-income neighborhoods) actually perceive their reading 

settings. Further, even though there is documentation that low-income communities specifically 

lack age-appropriate reading resources for teens and young adults (Neuman & Celano, 2012; 

Neuman & Moland, 2016), there is a lack of research on this population’s particular insights of 

their surrounding reading environments. The purpose of this research is to examine the 

assessments and perceptions of teens living in low-income communities regarding their built 

reading environments. Further, this dissertation intends to document these viewpoints using 

photography, surveys, and interviews to share with decision makers and advocates for reading 

resources in town to hopefully influence policies and change mindsets about the importance of 

access to appropriate books. In this dissertation, the overall social need of access to reading 

materials is discussed with particular attention paid to the effects of poverty on such access. 

Additionally, a brief history of the methods used to increase reading materials to those without 

access as well as more modern approaches are discussed. Finally, the guiding framework of this 

research is included.  
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Social Need 

 The definition for “literacy” encompasses many different viewpoints, activities, and 

concepts depending on the definer. One definition acknowledges that literacy is a continuum of 

knowledge and skills: “the communication processes of reading, writing, speaking, and 

listening” (Handel, 1999). Other definitions view literacy as including the understanding and use 

of printed information in daily activities that are instrumental to social and physical survival 

(Flynn et al., 2011; Harris & Hodges, 1995). The definitions and delineations of what constitute 

as being literate have changed throughout history; at some points, being literate meant being able 

to sign one’s name or being able to read at the fourth-grade level (Handel, 1999). Regardless of 

what is included in definitions or not, it has been noted that without literacy, overall quality of 

life, health and economic status, mental wellbeing, and employment are all negatively impacted 

(Picker, n.d.; OECD, 2013; Scholastic, 2014).  

 Poverty and literacy. Of particular research interest to social scientists and educators is 

the connection between poverty and literacy especially for youth. Since the passing of the 1965 

Elementary and Secondary Education Act during the dubbed “War on Poverty,” even more focus 

has been placed on how public schools can work towards closing achievement gaps in young 

learners based on situational income (Neuman, 2008). Around the initial implementation of this 

policy, 23% of children 18 and younger lived in poverty nationally, the threshold of which was 

determined as being three times the annual cost of feeding a three-person family—$3,100 in 

1963 (Children’s Defense Fund, 2013). In 2015, the national poverty threshold for a family of 

three was $19,096, and 21.7% of children lived in poverty (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.). While 

there is a smaller percentage of poor children in the country in more recent times, there has been 

only a 1.3% decrease in this statistic over a 52-year timeframe. When comparing the United 
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States to other industrialized countries, child poverty is the highest here with fewer social 

benefits offered (Neuman, 2008).  

Unfortunately, there has not been much success or change in poor students’ educational 

outcomes either. In fact, one researcher notes, the gap between rich and poor students’ academic 

performance had not narrowed for the previous ten years (Neuman, 2008). Several researchers 

and literacy development organizations have noted that socioeconomic status is the number one 

predictor of reading achievement for students (Krashen, 2013). Lower-income students typically 

experience a barrage of negative effects affecting their literacy development: lower vocabulary 

development (Evans, 2004); lower reading comprehension and word recognition (Neuman, 

1999); worse writing abilities (Neuman, 1999); decreased abilities to recognize letters and to 

write their own name, worse phonetic awareness, and less practice in reading (Scholastic, n.d.).  

Contributing to these negative internal consequences are the external situations that 

children in poverty experience around them: less qualified teachers (Evans, 2004); fewer reading 

resources in the home (Evans, 2004; Neuman, 1999; Scholastic, n.d.); loud and consistent noises 

(Evans, 2001; Krashen, 2004); exposure to toxins and poor water quality (Bartlett et al., 1999); 

reduced hours, small collection, or absence of public library close by (Scholastic, n.d.; Neuman 

& Celano, 2006; Krashen, 2004); reduced hours or small collection of school/classroom library 

or unqualified school librarians (Pribesh et al., 2011; Krashen, 2004); fewer public spaces that 

encourage or can accommodate readers to model reading behaviors for children (Neuman & 

Celano, 2001); fewer places to purchase age-appropriate reading materials (Neuman & Celano, 

2012; Neuman & Moland, 2016); less legible public signs to practice reading (Krashen, 2004; 

Neuman & Celano, 2012).  
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Of particular interest to this research are the built educational environments that tend to 

play into youth’s educational development. The terms “built educational environment” and “built 

reading environment” (and other variations thereof) are adaptations of the public health concept 

of built environments. The CDC defines built environments as the physical elements of any 

setting which influence levels of physical activity (CDC, 2011). Given this definition, the 

adapted terms will refer to the aspects of physical surroundings that contribute to reading 

activities. This research will focus on the places where students can access reading materials 

outside of the home, primarily school and classroom libraries, public libraries, and booksellers. 

This focus is akin to Bronfenbrenner’s analyses of mesosystem and exosystem influences on 

families and individuals (1986). For this research, mesosystem levels of influence take the part of 

schools and libraries in students’ lives with which they directly engage and participate; 

exosystem influences include the broader community where not only do youth exist but their 

families and peers do as well, also influencing their literacy development.   

 Built reading environments: School and classroom libraries. Educational researchers in 

particular have noted the inconsistencies between school and classroom libraries located in rich 

and poor neighborhoods. School libraries are those which are curated by a trained librarian to 

supplement learning in the classroom, can contain large collections, and allow students to check 

out and return books in a convenient location (Wiegand, 2007). Classroom libraries tend to 

include fewer books than a school library but may be more tied into lesson plans and are 

overseen by the teacher. While both types of libraries offer for personalization depending on the 

school or range in materials, there is consistent evidence that schools housed in less affluent 

locations have worse libraries than their more affluent counterparts.  
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Despite the American Association of School Libraries’ interpretation of the Library Bill 

of Rights and national policies emphasizing equal and open access in school libraries, reality has 

often been quite different (Pribesh et al., 2011). In poorer sections of Philadelphia, school 

libraries have far fewer books, a higher book to child ratio, poorer condition of books, and fewer 

computers available (Neuman & Celano, 2012). Additionally, the school libraries themselves 

were open fewer days and had less qualified librarians. In some school libraries located in poorer 

neighborhoods, students are not allowed to take books home (LeMoine et al., 1997). These 

findings have been found in other cities as well (i.e. rich Beverly Hills school libraries, which 

had three times as many books as other school districts; Krashen et al., 2012), which support the 

claim that there is no such thing as equal and open access in school libraries when there are clear 

divides by socioeconomic status (Pribesh et al., 2011).  

Somewhat ironic are the actual school library visitation rates among middle school 

students divided by income; even though the libraries in low-income areas tend to be closed 

more and are open for fewer hours, students living in these areas visit their libraries within their 

schools more often than their high-income counterparts (Worthy et al., 1999). There are also 

differences in academic achievement as a result of the characteristics of school libraries. Across 

the country, when low-income school libraries are changed to stay open longer (the average 

library is open only three days, 28.7 hours a week to the five days, 36.3 hours a week as 

scheduled in high-income schools), the volume of students reading and circulation increase, and 

reading scores are better than the low-income schools where libraries are open less (Lance et al., 

1993; Burgin & Bracy, 2003; Houle & Montmarquette, 1984). Further, having a school library 

with at least 500 books has been identified as having a similar affect on reading achievement as 

does socioeconomic status (Krashen, 2013), perhaps even more so. Differences also exist for the 
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schools with a higher concentration of poverty; in these schools, their libraries are equipped with 

fewer fulltime staff who also work for fewer hours (Pribesh et al., 2011). Further, these schools 

had fewer new books added each year and were closed more often.  

Unfortunately, classroom libraries typically follow similar patterns. In one study of pre-

kindergarten and elementary classrooms in Philadelphia, schools in richer neighborhoods had 

better quality books (e.g. were new or like new, few tears or missing pages) and a better book 

selection (e.g. age-appropriate, higher quantity) than those in poorer neighborhoods (Neuman & 

Celano, 2012). Schools in the Beverly Hills district had eight times as many books in their 

classroom libraries in comparison to other poorer cities (Krashen et al., 2012). Interventions to 

increase the number of teacher-child reading interactions and increasing the amount of high-

quality books in classrooms have indicated positive results, such that more books are available 

for students to read, non-book print materials (i.e. signs or posters) were at student eye-level, 

there were more positive teacher-child reading times, and children were more apt to look at 

books during free time than before (Neuman, 1999). This particular study and many others, 

however, have focused on early childhood classroom library interventions, even though there 

have been marked literacy development progress with such programs (i.e. better concepts of 

print, writing, and narrative as well as letter recognition).  

In older students, research on reading in the classrooms has focused on the concept of 

“free voluntary reading,” which refers to the idea of reading books one picks out for oneself 

during unstructured reading time in a similar way to silent reading (Krashen, 2004; Krashen, 

2013). The basis of the concept is that when there is adequate access to books and no stress of 

being tested, questioned, or otherwise evaluated on the material, adolescents and teens (and 

younger students) are best able to become engaged with the text and enter that world. Further, 
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when young adult readers are encouraged to choose their own books, they are better able to have 

a “stake” in what they are engaging and develop their own preferences and enthusiasm for 

reading in the future. When a student finds their reading niche and becomes more excited about 

reading, they are more apt to read again. One researcher has consistently found that increasing 

free voluntary reading has led to adolescents and teens loving to read just as much as younger 

students (Krashen, 2001; Krashen, 2004). Reading researchers studying curriculum changes over 

the past few decades have noted that self-selected reading has become more popular in 

classrooms (Shanahan & Neuman, 1997).  

Just like other skills, practicing reading has been shown to be one of the best ways to 

learn how to read better (Krashen, 2013; Scholastic, n.d.). Additionally, when students read 

more, they tend to have more developed writing styles and vocabularies (part of which is due to 

the “self-teaching hypothesis,” which posits that students can learn what words mean all on their 

own within the word’s read context; Allington et al., 2010), a better understanding of 

grammatical conventions, and a better ability to spell than their counterparts who read less. Of 

course, teachers introduce their students to a variety of reading materials that all have a basis in 

developing literacy. The traditional form of reading development, direct instruction, provides 

instructors with the opportunity to teach literacy-related skills (such as grammar, writing style, 

and vocabulary) and to correct mistakes (Krashen, 2004). While most educational researchers do 

not advocate for the entire elimination of direct instruction, they have argued that language is too 

difficult and nuanced to teach and directly learned (Krashen, 2004; Krashen, 2013; Smith, 2004). 

In fact, Krashen, Lee, and McQuillan found that across the world, more direct instruction time 

accounts for lower reading achievement scores (2012). These results fly in the face of the 

American and seemingly global educational system where teachers are the givers of knowledge 
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and students are the receptacles. This system, which will later be referred to as the “banking 

system,” can be supplemented with additional free voluntary reading time to allow students to 

take charge of their own literacy development and be more empowered. Krashen, a leading 

proponent of free voluntary reading, also argues that the banking system only further widens the 

gap between rich and poor students (2004), as rich students tend to enter school with a bigger 

vocabulary and better phonetic recognition than their poorer peers (related to Neuman & 

Celano’s research on the outside environments contributing to literacy, such as illegible signs 

and lack of booksellers in lower socioeconomic neighborhoods; also in Handel, 1999). Thus, 

providing youth with books without lesson plans attached can allow for students who come in 

behind to begin to catch up to their peers.  

Unfortunately, financial resources from federal and state sources greatly affect the 

characteristics of schools and their libraries. In analyses of the amount of money spent in the 

poverty levels of school districts across the country, approximately $1,200 more per student is 

spent on the lowest-poverty schools than in the highest-poverty ones (Ushomirsky & Williams, 

2015)—and sadly, the gap is getting wider. Federal support makes up only 10% of school 

revenues (Carey, 2004), and in 51% of the states, state and local sources provide about the same 

amount of support to districts regardless of poverty, even though 34% of states do provide fewer 

financial resources to the districts with more poverty (Ushomirsky & Williams, 2015). When 

accounting for low-income students’ additional needs in school outside of direct funding, 46.8% 

of states provide fewer resources to higher-poverty districts.  

In Kansas, school districts with a higher percentage of poverty spend approximately 4% 

more per student, however when adjusting for additional needs, the state spends 6% less per 

student in high-poverty districts (Ushomirsky & Williams, 2015). 60% of school revenues come 
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from the state as opposed to local sources, and the state allocates approximately 25% more 

resources to higher-poverty districts than those that are richer. In comparison to other states, 

Kansas ranks about average in its per student allocations but is not as generous as others in its 

per district allocations overall. Unfortunately, Kansas ranks as the 5th worst state in providing 

financial resources to districts with higher concentrations of minority students by providing 

12.5% less money to such districts. And even more troubling is that as time has continued, the 

state of Kansas has contributed less money to schools and has relied more on local revenues 

instead (i.e. in 2004, 64.4% of school revenues were from the state versus the 60% contributed 

now; Carey, 2004). When the zip codes that make up school districts have low incomes to 

contribute to schools, low-income students are even further disadvantaged. With state and local 

funding not meeting the needs of schools, teachers are left to supplement their classroom 

libraries from their own salaries—and so the inequity continues for schools and districts located 

in low socioeconomic locations. Schools and classrooms are not the only places where students 

access books, however, as public libraries are institutions located within communities that seek 

to provide reading materials for all residents regardless of background. 

 Built reading environments: Public libraries. While the public library’s societal 

importance as a function of history will be discussed later, it is important to note that libraries are 

not dead. In fact, book circulation is at an all-time high, even though the image of libraries is 

outdated while libraries have been incorporating more technology into their services (Neuman & 

Celano, 2004). Teens and adolescents get over half of their books from public libraries; studies 

have reported that teens get anywhere between 53.5% to 66% of their books from the public 

library (school libraries ranged from 25% to 90%; Krashen, 2004). As personal computers 

started to become a more common experience in people’s daily lives, the demand for computers 
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in public spaces increased. Some cities, like Philadelphia, decided to invest in providing 

computers for the public to access, thus attempting to lessen the gaps between the rich and the 

poor and including providing additional venues to access reading materials. Even in a more 

modern and seemingly technology-heavy world filled with memes, Facebook, and Twitter, 

internet access remains inconsistent, unreliable, and underserviced in low-income neighborhoods 

(Rideout & Katz, 2016; Evans, 2004). It would seem as if the library could be a viable 

community-based stand-in for home internet access, yet only 8% of families in these 

neighborhoods nationwide reported using their local libraries for their internet access and 

computer resources (Rideout & Katz, 2016). Perhaps the reason for this “underutilization” is 

because researchers have noticed that libraries in low-income neighborhoods do not receive 

adequate resources to purchase computers whereas libraries that already have such resources 

tend to continue getting funds to update their existing systems. Just like in comparisons between 

high- and low-poverty school districts, funding tends to get shifted to the libraries that already 

have electronics instead of the ones that could use these services more (Scholastic, n.d.).  

 As noted before, the public library’s physical book resources appear to remain the most 

popular option for patrons. In areas of poverty, however, there are still barriers to its usability. 

Similar to the American Association of School Libraries’ statement on access to school libraries, 

the American Library Association (ALA) set out a series of objectives revolving around the use 

of libraries for the poor. The overarching aim was to “level the playing field” (Neuman & 

Celano, 2006), through which increasing funding to underfunded locations should be an 

appropriate start in making opportunities equal to more resource-rich environments. Despite the 

ALA’s apparent commitment to this mission, there was only one book in librarianship from 1998 

that was dedicated to this purpose at the time of the reporting article’s publication (Pribesh et al., 
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2011). The discrepancy between what is said and what is done in libraries seems to be felt from 

the population; for example, worries about paying overdue fines are noted among low-income 

cardholders, indicating that libraries may not be as in tune with the populations they attempt to 

serve (Neuman & Celano, 2004).  

 If free voluntary reading in schools would increase students’ reading and literacy 

abilities, public libraries, where patrons are encouraged to explore their reading passions without 

a lesson plan and exercise their right to choose, should be powerful tools in community literacy 

building (Neuman & Celano, 2006). Like school systems again, though, the reality is much 

bleaker. In a series of studies by Neuman & Celano during a city-wide initiative to renovate 

Philadelphia’s public library system, there were noted differences in the opportunities and 

resources available depending on the surrounding neighborhood income. For instance, youth 

from low-income backgrounds visited the library just as often as their richer peers but tended to 

read books below their grade level, especially noted in the teens that visited (Neuman & Celano, 

2012; Neuman & Celano, 2006)—this difference did not change even after libraries were 

renovated. In the richer neighborhoods, libraries offered youth learning opportunities so that they 

could understand and fully utilize the services the renovated libraries offered; these services were 

not seen in other neighborhoods (Neuman & Celano, 2006). Even though all youth spent more 

time reading after the libraries were updated, those in higher-income neighborhoods spent a 

greater percentage of time reading than their lower-income counterparts in comparison to pre-

renovation time.  

 Many of the above findings refer to the reading behaviors of youth in one city, but some 

of the resources available in public libraries (like information on how to use the new library to its 

potential) follow similar trends to those located within schools. Public libraries that serve poorer 
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patrons tend to also offer fewer titles, have more restricted hours (in some cities, libraries do not 

stay open past 6:00 pm), and have more outdated books (Scholastic, n.d.; Neuman & Celano, 

2001). Krashen et al. (2012) and Neuman and Celano (2001) found that rich neighborhoods’ 

libraries could contain twice as many books as less affluent ones; without as many titles to 

choose from, youth are left without as much freedom in what they can read, stifling their ability 

to develop their own literacy. Instead of offering just enough resources in attempts to “level the 

playing field,” it might take continued and additional financial support to create sustainable 

change in the long term (Neuman & Celano, 2006).  

 Built reading environments: Booksellers. As mentioned briefly before, it is important to 

note that geographical areas contribute to and are the sources for many social problems and have 

isolated the poor, increasing the divide between high- and low-income environments (Neuman & 

Celano, 2006). In addition to school and public library inequities that disadvantage low-income 

students, the availability or rather unavailability of places where books can be purchased further 

extends, rather than levels, the playing field (Neuman, 2008). Neuman, a lead researcher in the 

physical book access field, has evaluated this phenomenon in various cities and in various 

contexts. She posits that when there are more opportunities to purchase lots of appropriate books, 

it is easier to increase the availability of books in the home. In her research, she and other 

colleagues have canvassed neighborhoods and entire cities, mapping out and recording the 

numbers of places where people can buy books, such as bookstores, grocery stores, bodegas, 

newsstands, drugstores, and bargain stores (Neuman & Celano, 2012). Others have noted that in 

poor cities, there is often a lack of retail stores, which ties into the number of booksellers as well 

(Evans, 2004).  
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 When comparing different sections of Philadelphia, there were far more places to buy 

books for children in more affluent neighborhoods, even though there were fewer children living 

there—there were eleven booksellers in this section of town to the four located in the city’s 

“Badlands.” Even among these booksellers, there were many more titles available (meaning 

more choices) for children in richer parts of town (13 titles per child) than in the poorer sections 

(1 title for every 20 children). In the Badlands (i.e. a collection of low-income neighborhoods in 

Philadelphia), there were no established bookstores established solely for providing books for 

purchase and instead relied on other bookseller types (i.e. discount stores and corner stores). 

Even more startling is that there were no places that sold young adult titles within the Badlands. 

Thinking about Krashen’s statements on free voluntary reading and the benefits it has for young 

adults, this demographic is clearly underserved and underestimated in its interest and implied 

benefits from having access to reading materials. It is no wonder then that teens in Neuman & 

Celano’s other research (2006) might read well below their levels when in public libraries since 

there is a lack of appropriate selections for them in their regular environments.    

 Follow-up community-wide surveys of booksellers in cities across the country show 

similar patterns. In high-poverty neighborhoods in Los Angeles, Detroit, and Washington, D.C., 

there were a total of 2 bookstores available; in “borderline” neighborhoods in these same cities 

(those just on the cusp of having 50% of residents in poverty), there were a total of 4 (Neuman & 

Celano, 2016). In fact, dollar stores were often the number one booksellers in low-income 

neighborhoods, even though these locations consistently had fewer places to purchase books than 

those that were considered borderline (there were a total of 17 booksellers in high-poverty 

neighborhoods compared to 23 in borderline parts of town). When looking at the numbers of 

individual books available, there were in total fewer titles to choose from in the poorer 
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neighborhoods (1,721 books across the 3 neighborhoods studied) than those just on the edge of 

that categorization (10,148 titles)—that means that high-poverty neighborhoods had just under 

17% of the collection of books for purchase than their slightly less poor counterparts. In one poor 

neighborhood in D.C., there were only 5 books available to buy. From this study, it is clear to see 

why the researchers would use the term “book deserts” when there are so few books available to 

purchase when financial resources are limited.  

 The necessity of access to books. These injustices feed into the availability of reading 

resources in the home, which is another major predictor of reading achievement (Scholastic, n.d.; 

Krashen, 2013; Krashen, 2004; Neuman & Moland, 2016; Neuman, 2008). Yet, if there are few 

places to access books to bring and keep in the home, how can a child be expected to learn how 

to read or improve their literacy? If there are even fewer places for teens and young adults to 

purchase books (not to mention for affordable prices!), it is even more difficult to practice 

reading and become more literate. Neuman and colleagues have named this predicament the 

“knowledge gap hypothesis” (Neuman & Celano, 2012). This concept suggests that learning and 

reading are influenced by schemas for reading that are learned and experienced—after we 

develop a “script” for incorporating reading into our lives, we can build upon that baseline 

knowledge and enact that behavior ourselves. This script can be developed from having reading 

modeled for us, having books read to us, or seeing books as a common part of life, but if we have 

limited exposure to print materials because there are few places to purchase or borrow them, our 

schema may be inadequate for developing literacy as we grow older.  

 Thus, it is necessary to increase youth’s exposure and access to reading materials to 

stimulate their literacy development. Thinking back to Krashen’s research on free voluntary 
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reading, offering a litany of reading materials without direct instruction can help to spark a 

young reader’s interest, encouraging them to explore the joy of reading (Figure 1). 

FIGURE 1 

CHART OF FREE VOLUNTARY READING 

Whether a range of materials is accessible within the home, classroom, or library, a “reading 

culture” can develop and help to promote literacy (Bayless, 2010). While the research focuses on 

the mesosystemic levels of interaction with youth in creating this culture, it would be helpful to 

see if this same culture could be cultivated at an exosystemic (environmental) level as well from 

within the community. Following the logic of previous research, when youth experience a lack of 

resources at the mesosystemic level thus inhibiting the creation of a reading culture within a 

community or individual, it should follow that when there are likewise holes at the exosystemic 

levels in encouraging reading, there is a similar constraint on the development of this culture.  

 Previous researchers suggest that this reading culture can be cultivated not only through 

free voluntary reading (which is grounded in the school climate), but also through pleasure 

reading (Krashen, 2004). This can manifest itself in a variety of ways, but similar to the 

experiences during free voluntary reading, youth find their niche in the reading world and get 

into the “flow” of reading. The experience of flow can be extremely rewarding, as those who 

experience it with an activity feel as if they are completely engaged and present in that thing and 
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feel removed from the external world (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). Across the world, reading is 

considered the activity that people experience flow the most, and oftentimes it stems from 

individuals engaging with text they have chosen and can get lost in. For teens, some researchers 

have found that this is developed through teen romance novels and magazines (Krashen, 2004). 

While there is mixed evidence to indicate the impact of these “light reading” materials on 

concrete literacy skills, these types of materials have been shown to be the bridge for more 

involved and literary resources later. It has been shown, however, that when teens and young 

adults read a variety of materials and spend more time reading books they enjoy, they have 

higher reading achievement scores than those who do not engage with such materials (Kirsch et 

al., 2002). Because of a lack of research on the development of a reading culture at a community-

level especially with the involvement of teens, this research will focus on these facets instead of 

investigating the influences of school on this culture. Before exploring the particulars of this 

research, it is important to first note the historical context of book outreach to impoverished areas 

in the United States and the more modern ways in which organizations and people have sought to 

meet this goal.  

Historical Context of Book Outreach  

 Carnegie public libraries. The first traces of increasing accessibility to books originated 

in the 17th century in Europe, which consisted of sets of traveling libraries available for 

commission (Johnson, 2015). These were specially curated collections put together and were 

primarily targeted at the wealthy who were literate and had the extra finances to spend on these 

sets. In America, providing books to large populations of people at a time did not take off until 

the establishment of the Carnegie library system (Van Slyck, 1995). These are the American 

public libraries built between 1886 and 1917 with entrepreneur Andrew Carnegie’s money and 
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have the Classical architectural designs with columns and domes. These libraries followed a 

trend in late 19th century thinking that focused on making services free for “everyone” (in the 

South where segregation was common, separate libraries were built for the African American 

citizens) and that those who were more affluent should help to cover some of the costs. While 

these libraries sound as if they are based on progressive principles, many of the underlying 

values are still paternalistic (Van Slyck, 1995). Carnegie and other rich men who donated large 

sums of money for community projects felt there needed to be some sort of connection to the 

population they were helping and that they had a duty to watch over the development of their 

generous donations after they invest in a project. Carnegie in particular felt that charity was 

meant to help those “who help themselves” (Van Slyck, 1995, p. 10) and that wealth was a 

symbol of intelligence. As time went on, he became more generous in his giving with a 

stipulation that a town needed to have at least 1,000 people to receive a library.  

 The first American Carnegie library was built in Allegheny City, Pennsylvania in 1886. 

This one and subsequent ones to be built followed some of the same conventions as other private 

libraries at the time, such as requiring patrons to ask staff for a particular title which was 

retrieved by the staff person. As more libraries were built with more people serviced and more 

books added to collections, the “modern library idea” became the norm (Van Slyck, 1995). This 

concept meant that taxes would supplement the addition of books to collections and would also 

help with maintenance upkeep. Additionally, stacks would be open to the public and a greater 

emphasis would be placed on working with schools and children. At the start of public libraries, 

children under the age of 12 were not allowed to enter the building, but with shifts in advertising 

to focus on child outreach, more youth were encouraged to read outside of the classroom than 

before (Van Slyck, 1995). The first open stack/shelf library was built Cleveland in 1890. The 
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previous method as mentioned before was to dissuade worries that books would be stolen, but 

librarians and Carnegie noted that the demand for a wider range of titles increased once patrons 

had open access. Just like the experiences in modern times, and perhaps the basis for current 

viewpoints towards public libraries, libraries in the early 1900s were more focused on providing 

services to the burgeoning middle class and existing upper class, even though libraries started to 

become more decentralized from urban centers to incorporate the needs of poorer neighborhoods 

(Van Slyck, 1995). Some libraries decided to specifically dissuade the working class (who they 

called “the general public”) from entering the buildings through policy creation. For instance, 

some libraries closed their doors early so that people could not access books after work hours or 

they might provide limited access to the stacks. Separation between the classes even influenced 

the construction of some buildings, so that the working class (and children) did not enter through 

the main lobby (Van Slyck, 1995).  

 Public library branches. As the demand for public libraries increased, especially in 

smaller cities and poorer neighborhoods, public libraries had attempted to provide better access 

to information as their missions stated while still managing the patrons entering the doors. 

Library branches served the working class more than the central libraries did, but were still 

designed to limit or monitor how these populations interacted within the building (Van Slyck, 

1995). Specific reading rooms for the poor were built to segregate them from the richer patrons 

and cleaning areas were built for dirty children or adults to use before engaging with the books. 

Still, branches stemming from the Carnegie model were built in larger cities, neglecting more 

rural towns, as library branches were had to rely on local funds in order to be established and 

federal funds were not used for expanding branches until the Library Services and Construction 

Act in 1964 (Frantz, 1966).  
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 Traveling libraries via book wagons. Instead, rural cities had to have their own 

methods for accessing reading materials in the form of reading clubs (which were before a 

hallmark of upper-class urban social circles), local libraries with small collections, and book 

socials (Van Slyck, 1995). One of the most popular options for providing books to more people 

was by using traveling libraries sent out by wagon. Borrowing from the European tradition of 

traveling libraries, these wagons were able to go to the people who needed and wanted books 

instead of requiring patrons to go to a library themselves (Brown, 1967). Sometimes tied to 

public libraries, as was the case later in the development of traveling libraries (also called “book 

wagons”), they were cost-efficient and popular in parts of the country that were further from 

cities. Traveling libraries in the United States followed a set of common characteristics: 

collections of books held within carefully-constructed cases that could contain shelves which 

were typically housed for periods at a time at public locations like post offices, schools, and 

stores for free (Cummings, 2009). The very first traveling library in the states was established by 

Melvil Dewey in 1893 in New York and served as the impetus for other similar systems to be 

created elsewhere (Weaver, 2013; Cummings, 2009).  

 Wisconsin was among the first states to legitimize traveling libraries through legislation. 

The state sponsored some of the first book wagons for public use in the United States, supported 

by Wisconsin librarian and radical feminist Lutie Stearns (Pawley, 2000; Stotts, 2006; Aldrich, 

2015). Stearns’ contributions to traveling libraries are unique in that she recognized that access 

to education and information is a human right, and she also advocated for increased libraries in 

“inaccessible areas” of Wisconsin. Unlike other middle-class women and suffragists in similar 

circles near her, Stearns’ definition of social justice included the working class and racial 

minorities. Stearns was an educator by experience and a founding member of the Wisconsin Free 
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Library Commission in 1895. This commission aimed to provide expertise to legislators and 

communities on how to establish libraries in the state (Wisconsin ranked 6th in having the most 

amount of Carnegie libraries in the country). Starting in 1896, Stearns was on the front lines of 

the creation and implementation of traveling libraries throughout the state by dropping off and 

collecting borrowed libraries. She aided in the construction of the boxes which could hold 

between 30 and 100 books at a time which she helped to curate. Her collections reflected her 

progressive values by putting together libraries especially for children and non-English speakers. 

Stearns’ viewpoints of librarianship were also unique with her emphasis on the local readers’ 

preferences. Overall, her passion was in making sure that divides by income, geographic 

location, and language were lessened through the sharing of traveling libraries in Wisconsin.    

 In 1800s Kansas, books were sought-after commodities for those who resettled from 

northern states. Residents who had been used to having books available found it more difficult to 

read than before. To meet the demand for reading materials in the still settling state, Kansas 

women’s clubs stepped up to establish public libraries all throughout; in fact, women’s clubs are 

acknowledged as having created 86% of the state’s public libraries (Weaver, 2013). As these 

clubs focused on encouraging women to follow their educational goals, it is understandable that 

so many clubs set out to work on increasing the number of libraries.  

One of the leaders in the Kansas women’s club circuit was Lucy Johnston, a transplant 

from Ohio (Weaver, 2013). Ohio started its own traveling library system 1897 and Johnston saw 

the benefit of this system for rural Kansas. She noted that, “Because of our excellent school 

system every boy and girl in Kansas has the opportunities of the schoolroom, but every boy and 

girl does not have the opportunity of reading good books” (Weaver, 2013). In addition to 

providing more reading resources for children, Johnston wanted to make sure that books were 
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more accessible to their parents, teachers, and other members of women’s clubs. The first Kansas 

traveling library was sent out in 1898 and featured a catalog of books that local readers could 

choose from to fill their local collection. The Kansas traveling library system modeled itself after 

the Wisconsin Free Library Commission headed by Stearns by focusing on the local populations 

the libraries would serve to fill the gaps that only books could address.  

 Bookmobiles. At the beginning of the 20th century, automobiles began to take the place 

of wagons to introduce the bookmobile. Taken literally, bookmobile means “books in motion” 

(Brown, 1967)—even though the term had been used previously with the use of wagons, 

bookmobiles became synonymous with any (eventually motorized) vehicle that transported 

collections of books instead of keeping them stationary. The first official bookmobile set out in 

1905 in Maryland (Johnson, 2015; Brown, 1967; Bashaw, 2010) as a wagon. The first door-to-

door auto book service was recorded in Indiana in 1916 (Brown, 1967). The early mobile 

libraries served rural areas or small towns, but the first auto to serve an urban setting was in 

Evanston, Illinois in 1920. 1933 saw the first separated trailer delivering books around Ohio, the 

precursor for the bookmobile seen today. From there, this “history-making” (Brown, 1967), 

revolutionary service took off with public libraries purchasing or renovating donated vehicles to 

access the parts of urban areas that were inaccessible by public transportation, limiting patrons 

the ability to visit their city libraries. Like their book wagon predecessors, bookmobiles were 

oftentimes organized for particular populations, such as coal miners, non-native English 

speakers, and African American patrons (Brown, 1967). In some areas, they were met with much 

fanfare—autos were ushered into town with police escorts and bands to meet the throngs of 

patrons waiting to return their previously borrowed books and choose from a new selection 

(Cummings, 2009). 
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Bookmobiles were tools of expanding and improving library services while also 

benefitting the literacy development of citizens (Cummings, 2009; Brown, 1967). Their impact 

certainly lives on, as bookmobiles still exist in sometimes less conventional ways. Modern times 

have seen traveling libraries and bookmobiles take on different forms even though they harken 

back to their origins. Some have embraced the advantages technology allows in updating these 

historical book accessibility methods, but as it will be discussed further, many are creative in 

their reupholstering of these “traditional” programs.  

Modern Methods of Book Outreach 

Public library branches. Instead of building entirely new sites for library branches, 

some libraries set up in everyday shopping areas to coin the term “storefront libraries.” While 

these storefronts are not necessarily a new phenomenon (some libraries were present in drug 

stores as early as 1900; Van Slyck, 1995), their presence has indeed increased across the country. 

The District of Columbia Public Library system, for example, has been successful at bringing 

library branches to new shopping plazas and for rent buildings (Rogers, 2005). This was an 

attempt to revitalize the library system which included more advanced technology and replaced 

some branches that were in disrepair. Public libraries have also reached out to other high-traffic 

areas, including airports, train stations, e-reader stations in parks and transportation centers, 

taxis, hotels, and within train cars themselves (Johnson, 2015).  

Modern bookmobiles. In recent decades, bookmobiles have strayed from the car, truck, 

and later separate trailer models to include less traditional vehicles. In the United States, food 

trucks, vans, and semi-trucks have been renovated to serve as book distributing systems (Rosen, 

2014; Davis et al., 2015). Some work in concert with public libraries with reserves circulating 

from within the library systems, whereas some mobiles operate as book purchasing locations or 
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free book distribution centers. Bicycles have become an alternative mobile system with librarians 

and organizations riding around urban areas offering books to check out like a library or to keep 

(Genay, 2015; Acerro, 2016; Johnson, 2015)—one program in Portland offers free books to the 

homeless (Genay, 2015). Boats and book rafts have been used to offer books for those 

surrounded by water and snack carts have been renovated for use on the beach (Johnson, 2015). 

Although used more often outside of the United States, animals such as horses, donkeys, 

elephants, and camels have likewise been used to bring books to hard-to-reach places (Johnson, 

2015; Mattern, 2012).  

 One bookmobile program is a mix between mobile and traveling library systems. The Uni 

Project is based in New York City and is one of the largest mobile libraries in the world 

(Johnson, 2015; Aldrich, 2015). It operates as its own organization, setting up in public places 

and in underserved areas that public libraries have had trouble reaching. The Uni Project 

hesitates to call itself a library (Mattern, 2012) but tries to partner with libraries instead. As the 

program has become larger, it has moved from its original tent structure to include a reading area 

and space-efficient bookcases. It is different from libraries in that no books leave the area 

(Johnson, 2015), but it also offers other cities the opportunity to share its design by shipping kits 

out for use (The Uni Project, 2017).  

 Modern traveling libraries. Traveling libraries, which had been marked as libraries that 

were transported to a high-need location and placed there for a period of time to be moved 

elsewhere or replenished with a new stock, in modern times have taken on the appearance of 

“pop-up” libraries. These libraries, also called “community libraries,” typically take on the 

personality of the community in which they reside and are similar to their predecessors in that 

they live in an area for any period of time and can be relocated to another area (Allen, 2012). 
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Some of these collections are meant to meet a certain population or provide materials on 

particular topics (i.e. urban planning) whereas others encourage anyone to place any reading 

material there. The term “library” is a misnomer, though, as these systems are usually the 

creations and implementations of “guerilla librarians” (Mattern, 2012) who are untrained and 

simply interested citizens. Additionally, these “libraries” can be disassembled at any point, as 

they typically are located within found spaces and operate as spontaneous book sharing projects.  

 Pop-up libraries have been found in old telephone booths (Allen, 2012), bookcases placed 

in public areas like sidewalks (Openbookcase, n.d.), bookcases placed with permission in 

doctor’s offices (The RED Bookshelf, 2016), Occupy Wall Street protests (Mattern, 2012; Davis 

et al., 2015), subway stations (Davis et al., 2015), bus stops (Davis et al., 2015), tree stumps 

(Johnson, 2015), refrigerators (Johnson, 2015), and old vending machines (Davis et al., 2015; 

Johnson, 2015).  

Non-library book sharing and access systems. There are many book distribution 

programs that provide free reading materials for youth to keep. Some operate on a national level 

and distribute to local organizations, schools, or cities, such as the Scholastic Read and Rise 

(Scholastic, 2014) or Reading is Fundamental (RIF, n.d.) programs. There are also locally-based 

distribution programs that arise out of community needs; in Peoria, Illinois, a need for reading 

materials for kindergarteners-fourth grades was found in a school district where 98% of 

elementary school students in thirteen of the district’s schools were eligible for free or reduced 

lunch (Arquette, 2014). This program, called “Look, It’s My Book!” gives out six books a year 

to students in the city who otherwise have limited books at home or through other access points. 

Principals and teachers at the recipient schools have noted more positivity and excitement about 

reading from students after having received their first books, as well as increased attendance.  
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With the advent of the internet and its widespread use, there are some book sharing and 

access programs that are certainly not a library because of its rule-breaking conventions. Many 

are also cited as providing social networks for individuals according to geography and/or 

perceived membership to the program’s purpose. One such program is called BookCrossing, and 

it acts dually as a social network and book sharing project (BookCrossing, 2016; Aldrich, 2015). 

Individuals can place books in any public place like a park with a BookCrossing identification 

number (registered online) for others to find. Once a book is found, the new book owner can 

mark it as found on the website, so the identifier can track the book’s travels, sometimes around 

the world. The aim is to share books with strangers to encourage a love of reading but to also 

foster a sense of community amongst other “BookCrossers.” 

One other modern method of providing books is the lending library. This method usually 

operates on the “take a book, leave a book” system and is oftentimes a permanent structure. One 

way in which the lending library has manifest itself is the Library in a Box system (Keefer, 

2016), which aims to work as an actual mini library. Working out of Nicaragua to improve 

literacy in children and increase the number of books at home, each kit comes with one hundred 

books, library cards to encourage membership within the system, due date markers, labels, and 

other book tracking materials. Other lending libraries, sometimes also called “tiny libraries” or 

“neighborhood book exchanges,” encourage neighborly participation and interaction.  

One of the most popular and better-known forms of lending libraries is the Little Free 

Library organization (Webster et al., 2015). These structures are usually small and “birdhouse-

like,” although they have been established through many creative venues (e.g. English telephone 

booths and newspaper stands; Aldrich, 2015). Structures can hold anywhere from 30 to 150 

books at a time and are accessible to the public (without the need for a library card) every day at 
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all hours (Webster et al., 2015; Aldrich, 2015; Gollner et al., 2013; Snow, 2015). Recently, the 

official organization set out to make sure that the neighborhoods and cities that need them the 

most do not have the financial burden of setting them up, but one library researcher has noted 

that Little Free Libraries may still be missing from book deserts (Snow, 2015).  

Theoretical Framework: Critical Consciousness 

 The current research will be guided by the critical consciousness theoretical framework. 

Although this framework originated within and typically is referred to reimagining the traditional 

school setting, proponents of critical consciousness recognize that education exists within a 

political world and can happen anywhere (Kincheloe, 2004). This theory stems from Brazilian 

educator Paulo Freire’s work in the intersections of power, oppression, and liberation in 

education (Aliakbari & Faraji, 2011). Freire believed that education should be a freeing 

experience and that learners should be empowered to reclaim their educational rights which have 

oftentimes been taken away or made less accessible to oppress the disadvantaged (Freire, 1968). 

He claims that education should be a tool used to help people understand, deconstruct, and 

analyze their worlds, thus becoming critical of their social, political, and economic worlds.  

Liberation education should encompass a two-way street, where the “learner” and the 

“teacher” work with and learn from one another to uncover oppression and then join together to 

dismantle injustices they explore. This is in direct opposition to the traditional educational 

system, where the “teacher” is the knower of knowledge and aims to impart their dutiful students 

with the information they know (Freire, 1968). Freire likens this form of education to a bank 

(calling it the “banking system”), where teachers deposit information into students’ minds and it 

is the students’ job to be the safe. In this system, students have no say in the curriculum, for 

teachers are the ones who know best what students should learn; students become passive in their 
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education and are disempowered from engaging in dialogue with teachers. Freire’s unique 

conception of education is called “problem-posing education,” which allows for students to 

critically engage with and think about their world (Freire, 1968; Aliakbari & Faraji, 2011). 

Throughout the process, students become empowered to be take control of their education and 

environments as a result of learning more about their communities and advocating for change 

(Aliakbari & Faraji, 2011; Catalani & Minkler, 2009). Even though there are multiple definitions 

of empowerment, this research will use Peterson et al.’s definition, which views empowerment 

as a “social-action process through which people gain greater control, efficacy, and social 

justice” (2005). Using this definition recognizes that environmental factors influence one’s or a 

community’s empowerment and that any empowering “education” should aim to focus on 

equity.  

As mentioned previously, critical consciousness is often mentioned alongside the 

structured educational system and is rooted in critical pedagogy. Some practitioners and 

advocates of this framework have discussed how it can be influential in other educational, non-

school settings (Kincheloe, 2004). This theory is better shown through the main components of 

its grounding in critical pedagogy: it is grounded on a social and educational vision of justice and 

equality; is dedicated to ending human suffering, incorporates first-hand knowledge and refuses 

to blame students for failing; creates generative themes; and generates teachers who are 

researchers and learners with shared power with a focus on problem-posing and facilitation 

rather than the transmission of ideas (Kincheloe, 2004). Within these components, critical 

pedagogy and likewise critical consciousness show their dedication towards understanding the 

power structures at play within the political school setting and recognizing that students are not 

to blame for others’ (e.g. principals, education reformers, business owners) failures that 
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negatively influence their education. Additionally, students and “instructors” (a term which has 

also been an alternate term for “choir conductor” or a “singer”; Kincheloe, 2004) become 

interwoven into the learning process, teaching each other and learning and discovering together.  

In this research’s context, there is no traditional structure like the one that typically exists 

within the school setting as this setting is going to be the community. There will be no teacher 

and no student, but there will be an investigator and co-investigators. Co-investigators will be 

encouraged and will learn alongside the investigator about access to reading materials within the 

geographic context in which the study takes place. All participants (including the investigator) 

will be encouraged to think critically about the information discovered and to analyze the data 

within the political, economic, and social context of the time. Additionally, co-investigators will 

be a part of the data analysis process, instead of the investigator assuming the total 

responsibilities of interpreting data collected. This will include some self-reflexivity on the part 

of all investigators, as each individual’s viewpoints and perceptions are influenced by their 

experiences and backgrounds (Gibson & Brown, 2009). Thus, even though this research will 

exist outside of the education system, the main components of critical consciousness are 

complementary to the aims of the research and the methods in which the research will be 

conducted.  

Focus of Previous Literature 

 As mentioned in previous sections, literature surrounding access to reading materials 

based on the built environment has tended to focus on younger children (Neuman & Celano, 

2012; Neuman & Moland, 2016; Pribesh et al., 2011; Krashen, 2004). Further, many of the 

methods of increasing access to reading materials, from bookmobiles to public libraries to book 

distribution programs to Little Free Libraries usually have children and youth in mind, neglecting 
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to accommodate for and acknowledge teens’ and young adults’ literacy development needs. As 

one steward (caretaker) of a Little Free Library said, “I see so many little kids are excited to see 

this little building… it kind of looks like it was made for them in terms of size” (R. Wilson, 

personal communication, November 2016). Further, April 2017 was deemed “Little Free Library 

Month” in Wichita, an effort that was spearheaded by a local non-profit that focuses on 

developing a love of reading in children ages 0-8. These efforts are indeed necessary to 

encourage literacy early on in a child’s life. The dearth in the literature concerning older youth, 

however, is also important to consider. While there are some studies that report that teenagers are 

reading less frequently and have more negative attitudes towards libraries and books in general 

(Snowball, 2008; Manuel & Carter, 2015; Merga, 2014), there are also researchers that show that 

providing teens with an outlet for choosing their own materials during structured, free voluntary 

reading time (Krashen, 2004) or for recreational purposes (Merga, 2014) is one powerful way of 

encouraging teens to read. Thus, it is important to see how the built reading environment 

contributes to teens’ perceptions of their reading lives since school is only part of the equation 

contributing to their learning (Burke et al., 2016).  

Significance of the Study 

 In Wichita there are 382,368 individuals living within the city limits (United States 

Census Bureau, n.d.). Overall, 17.3% of people live below the poverty level, but 25% of youth 

under 18 across the city live in poverty (n= 24,949). The school district reports that 75% of their 

students live in poverty (Wichita Public Schools, 2017). This study focuses on three zip codes in 

particular, which surround the local state university (Wichita State University) and are notorious 

for having high rates of poverty (Table 1, with percentages of poverty and child poverty under 

the age of 18; United States Census Bureau, n.d.).  
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TABLE 1 

POVERTY PERCENTAGES BY ZIP CODE 

Zip code Overall percentage of 

individuals in poverty 

Percentage of children in 

poverty 

67214 39.5% 49.9% 

67208 18.5% 21.7% 

67219 21.0% 31.5% 

 

 Given the high poverty rates in these zip codes (all are at or higher than the national 

percentages), it is evident that youth in these parts of town experience the effects of poverty in 

their immediate environments, even if their own families have higher incomes. Also given the 

research on how environments can affect individuals’ reading lives, it is important to understand 

just what services exist in these neighborhoods that empower or dissuade youth from reading 

within their built environments. Using Kretzmann and McKnight’s concepts of neighborhood 

needs and assets maps (1993), youth will be encouraged to discover their communities and 

document what their experiences are in their built reading environments. Further, the youth 

included in this mapping process will be teenagers, as they seem to be a “forgotten” population 

in communities when it comes to providing appropriate reading materials (Neuman & Celano, 

2012). The investigator seeks to learn from teens using a critical consciousness approach to 

understand the following research questions:  

 1. What access do young people have to reading materials in their communities?  

2. What are youth’s perceptions of the quantity and quality of available reading materials 

in their communities?  
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CHAPTER II 

METHODS 

 

Participants 

 Participants in this research will further be referred to as co-investigators. A local youth-

serving non-profit organization partnered with the investigator for this project. The faith-based 

organization, Iasis Center, primarily works with teens two Thursdays a month and seeks to serve 

youth from disadvantaged backgrounds within the school district. The organization is located in 

one of the zip codes identified, and teens live within the three focus zip codes (67214, 67208, 

67219).  

Twenty-two teens in grades 8-12 filled out the pre-Photovoice questionnaire and took 

pictures; eleven were female and eleven were male. Among these teens, one was in 8th grade, one 

was in 9th grade, eleven were in 10th grade, seven were in 11th grade, one was in 12th grade, and 

one did not specify. Their ages ranged from thirteen (N=1) to seventeen (N=5), with the majority 

of teens being fifteen (N=9) or sixteen years old (N-7). The majority self-reported as 

Black/African American (N=18); one was White, two were Multiracial, and one did not report. 

Table 2 indicates demographics for all co-investigators who filled out a pre-Photovoice 

questionnaire and participated in the picture taking process.  

TABLE 2 

PHOTOVOICE CO-INVESTIGATORS’ DEMOGRAPHICS 

Age 

Years f (n=22) 

13 1 

14 0 

15 9 

16 7 

17 5 
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TABLE 2 (continued) 

Race 

Race f (n=22) 

Black/African American 18 

Black/Native American 1 

Black/White 1 

White 1 

Not reported 1 

Gender 
Gender f (n=22) 

Female 11 

Male 11 

Grade in school 

Grade f (n=22) 

8th 1 

9th 1 

10th 11 

11th 7 

12th 1 

Not reported 1 

 

 The ten co-investigators interviewed had similar characteristics. Seven were female and 

three were male, and the youngest was thirteen (N=1) and the oldest were seventeen (N=3); two 

were fifteen and four were sixteen. One co-investigator was in 8th grade, four were in 10th grade, 

three were in 11th grade, one was in 12th grade, and one did not respond. Most were 

Black/African American (N=7), one was White, one was Black/White, and one did not respond. 

Table 3 summarizes these ten co-investigators’ demographics; names listed are pseudonyms to 

assure anonymity of investigators. 

TABLE 3 

INTERVIEWED CO-INVESTIGATORS’ DEMOGRAPHICS 

Co-investigator 

pseudonym 
Age Race Gender Grade in school 

Ann 16 White Female 11th 

Abby 13 Not reported Female 8th 

Angela 15 
Black/African 

American 
Female 10th 

Clare 16 Black/White Female 10th 
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TABLE 3 (continued) 

Co-investigator 

pseudonym 
Age Race Gender Grade in school 

Junie B. 17 
Black/African 

American 
Female 12th 

Kathy 16 
Black/African 

American 
Female 11th 

Derek 17 
Black/African 

American 
Male 11th 

Ramona 17 
Black/African 

American 
Female Not reported 

Bill 15 
Black/African 

American 
Male 10th 

Travis 16 
Black/African 

American 
Male 10th 

 

Materials  

 Co-investigators used their cell phones to document pictures and had a sheet of paper to 

prompt their pictures, take notes, and tell any stories about the pictures (Appendix A). The 

reflection sheet in Appendix B was used by the researcher at the group session where co-

investigators explained the pictures chosen for coding. Co-investigators filled out a pre-

Photovoice questionnaire (Appendix C) to gather their demographic information, as well as their 

viewpoints towards reading and their reading behaviors in which they regularly engage (e.g. Do 

you think reading is important?, How often do you read for yourself?). Before their interview, 

co-investigators filled out a post-Photovoice questionnaire asking about their perceptions of their 

community in terms of opportunities they have to access books on a regular basis (e.g. Where do 

you/would you go to get a new book to read in your community?) and the Photovoice process 

(Appendix D).  

Procedures 

 This study was comprised of multiple methods and steps, spanning over the course of the 

2017-2018 academic school year and combined three methods (Figure 2).  
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FIGURE 2 

TIMELINE OF PROCEDURES 

The purpose of incorporating multiple methods (questionnaires, Photovoice, and 

interviews) was to triangulate findings so as to cover a wider breadth of data and to identify 

findings across multiple methods (Tracy, 2013). By gathering information through different 

methods, findings are strengthened and seen as more credible and rich. The initial plan was to 

finish the full Photovoice process (including group coding) before interviews, but the group 

coding session was moved to after interviews based on the school and Iasis Center meeting 

schedules. Additionally, interviews were used as a way to gather co-investigators’ pictures, so 

interviews needed to be finished before gathering the group together to code. Changes in the 

order of methods maintained the integrity of the original plan because these changes honored the 

group’s schedule and timelines. Figure 3 illustrates the order of methods as they occurred and 

provides a guideline for the rest of this section.  
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FIGURE 3 

FLOWCHART OF METHODS 

Finding and training partnering organization and college mentors. In September 

2017, a member of the research team attended a meeting of community and faith leaders where 

she explained the project to everyone. One of the local leaders expressed interest in wanting their 

teens to participate in this project and took it on as their community service project for the year. 

The main contacts at this organization were the pastor’s wife and pastor, who each have a history 

of working with community partners. Both were excited about a program focused on helping 

youth and folding this project into their programming and calling it their own. Additionally, they 

were in the process of expanding their programming site and planned on unveiling the final 

product of this partnership at the opening of their new facility in the spring.  

Another vital component of this project was involving college-aged students in the 

process. The research team wanted to ensure parents and organization staff that their teens would 

be safe while taking pictures and recruited college undergraduate students to volunteer and 

participate in the process. These students expressed interest to the research team in gaining 

research experience and working with youth. Ten college students were trained in the Photovoice 
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process, including ethics and safety, and were given an overview of the overall research project 

(Appendix E). Some students were interested in assisting with some elements of the research 

while others wanted to be involved as much as they had free time. They were considered an 

important part of the research, as they provided guidance for co-investigators and learned new 

research skills.  

Photovoice. Photovoice is a community-based participatory research tool by which 

participants are given the opportunity to show others how they “identify, represent, and enhance 

their community” by a particular photographic method (Catalani & Minkler, 2009; Feldman, 

n.d.). At its inception, Photovoice was intended to have people record and reflect on their 

community’s strengths and needs, to encourage dialogue among various stakeholders through the 

photographs, and to work with policymakers (Wang & Burris, 1997). This method stems from 

Freire’s problem-solving education model, where learners are given the opportunity to think 

critically about the world in which they live and to work collaboratively with instructors to break 

down oppressive barriers (Freire, 1968; Wang et al., 2004; Rabinowitz, n.d.). As a result of 

participating and engaging in Photovoice projects, investigators tend to feel more empowered, 

have a deeper understanding of their community’s assets and limitations, and be more driven to 

action (Figure 4; Catalani & Minkler, 2009). Photovoice has been used in a variety of different 

realms of research, most notably in public health (Catalani & Minkler, 2009; Wang & Burris, 

1997).  
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FIGURE 4 

THE PHOTOVOICE PROCESS 

For this project, the investigating team used the steps outlined by the original 

methodologist and the photovoice website (Feldman, n.d.) with some alterations as appropriate 

for the scope and investigating team for this project. The process officially started with 

Institutional Review Board approval in May and included:  

1. Conceptualizing the problem: As described in the above sections for the basis of the 

project. 

2. Defining broader goals and objectives: As described in the above sections and with 

the input of co-investigators. This step began in September when the research team 

connected with the organization.  

3. Recruiting policymakers (and supporters) as the audience for photovoice findings: 

Done on an ongoing process throughout the project. 

4. Training the trainers: Two training meetings with ten college-aged volunteers to learn 

about Photovoice methods and ethics, safety, and guidelines for taking pictures 

(Appendix E). Trainings happened in July and September to ensure that all volunteers 

would be appropriately readied.  
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5. Conducting photovoice training with recruited co-investigators: This consisted of the 

same information that the college students received. After meeting with the youth 

group leader and group, teens filled out and returned their consent forms and received 

training on the Photovoice process in October and November. Training also included 

filling out the pre-Photovoice questionnaire. 

6. Devising the initial theme/s for taking pictures: Co-investigators reflected on the 

following question as they took their pictures—What exists in your community that 

encourages you to read?  

7. Taking pictures: Three college students and two other members of the research team 

walked with teens to take pictures. Each student had a sheet with the question their 

pictures were to answer and could mark where photos were taken place, any 

justifications for why they took the picture, and notable contexts/stories of the subject 

of their picture. In November, the research team (including the college students) split 

the co-investigators into two groups to take pictures for about an hour and a half. In 

talking to the group leaders (the pastor and the pastor’s wife) and co-investigators, 

one group went to the local university’s campus and downtown. When initially 

planned, the investigator anticipated that co-investigators would take pictures on their 

own time within their zip codes in which they reside (67214, 67208, 67219). Upon 

talking to the group, however, everyone decided that it would be more time efficient 

to take the majority of photos in one evening and choose two locations. These two 

locations were decided because of their proximity to the group’s meeting location and 

where the co-investigators live, and because of the local focus of resources in these 
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areas. Each co-investigator was asked to take a minimum of ten pictures, and some 

decided to take pictures in their neighborhoods as well.  

8. Facilitating group discussion: The research team worked with the organization’s 

leaders to coordinate a photo discussion day in March.  

9. Critical reflection and dialogue in March:  

a. selecting photographs for discussion: Co-investigators decided which photos 

from the pool of printed pictures that were the most pertinent and related to 

the question;  

b. contextualizing and storytelling: The investigator used the SHOWeD method 

(Figure 5; Appendix B; Wang et al., 2004) to guide the discussion about 

photos they decided were most pertinent to the question and to their lives;  

c. codifying issues, themes, and theories: Again, using the SHOWeD sheet and 

group discussions, co-investigators discussed how they collectively grouped 

pictures the way that they did, how the pictures related to their lives, and 

implications for action in the community.  

FIGURE 5 

SHOWED METHOD 

10. Documenting the stories and preparing the stories and photos for sharing: At the 

group coding session, co-investigators and organization leaders planned how to best 

present their findings to the community. As mentioned before, the product of this 
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project would live within the organization’s new facility to share with family, 

supporters, policymakers, and the community. During this meeting, the group decided 

to make a mosaic within the pages of a large book to be made during a spring break 

retreat in the middle of March.  

11. Reaching policymakers and supporters who may be mobilized to create change: The 

research team and organization leaders plan to unveil the piece of art at their annual 

graduation ceremony in May. The researchers and leaders made lists of people who 

would be best to invite to the ceremony and share the co-investigators’ findings with 

the community and asked the co-investigators themselves who to invite. An integral 

part of this unveiling is connecting local advocates to the organization, and at this 

ceremony, each teen will receive free books. 

12. Planning for next steps: This step will be further discussed at the May graduation 

ceremony.  

Interviews. Ten co-investigators were chosen to do an interview with a trained 

interviewer within the research team. They were completed in three in-person sessions from 

December to February and one phone interview in February. Due to the organization’s meeting 

times (twice a month and out of session when school is out), the research team adapted to 

working within their schedule. Additionally, attendance at their meetings varied by session 

depending largely on athletic events. Interviews were based on a convenience sample of 

attending teens, although the interviewers attempted to talk to a representative sample of teens.  

Before the interview started, each teen was asked to electronically send their pictures to 

the organization’s email and fill out the post-Photovoice questionnaire (Appendix D). 

Interviewers also asked each participant for their assent to participate and audio record. The 
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questionnaire was adapted from Strommen and Mates’s interviews (2004) with youth on their 

love of reading development (e.g., How important is reading for your life?, Do you think there 

are enough places in town that encourage you to read?, Where do you/would you go to get a new 

book to read?). This questionnaire was the basis for the semi-structured conversation (Gibson & 

Brown, 2009) about their viewpoints towards reading, their feelings towards how their 

environments encourage or discourage them to read, what they think could be done to increase 

access to reading materials, etc. Interview questions (Appendix F) included ones such as:  

1. Why do you like or not like to read—What is it about reading or books that draws you 

in or turns you away?  

2. Do you think there are enough places in your community to encourage you to read 

(e.g. range of locations and number of reading materials in these locations)?  

3. In an ideal world, what would your community be like to encourage teens like you 

and yourself to read?  

4. Do you think your viewpoints about reading overall or books are influenced by your 

options of getting to books? 

 Interviews also included questions based on the SHOWeD Photovoice methodology to 

triangulate efforts in understanding the research questions (e.g., Let’s look at these pictures on 

your phone. What do you SEE in these pictures?; Gibson & Brown, 2009; Tracy, 2013). 

Interviews were about sixteen minutes long.  

Interviewees were encouraged to think critically about their environments (as influenced 

by critical consciousness theory); the interviews relied on grounded theory to propose hypotheses 

and overall concepts through the process of analyzing the data (Gibson & Brown, 2009). This 

process includes the development of multi-level codes and memo taking to mark the progression 
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and further development of codes to be able to qualify co-investigators’ experiences and 

perceptions within their built reading environmental contexts. Given some previous literature 

that teens are less likely to read than in earlier years, it is important to understand how their built 

reading environments may or may not contribute to these feelings. Further, interviews aimed to 

understand if these teenagers see their built environments as empowering them to read.  

Coding and Analysis 

 Photovoice. Teens met at the organization to choose their photos for discussion and to 

share their reasons for taking those pictures and the stories behind them. This is a vital step in the 

analysis process because many pictures had hidden meanings as they related to their lives. 

Pictures were printed out and laid out at the front of the stage. On the left side of the room, a 

large sticky note had the question co-investigators were asked when they took pictures: What 

exists in your community that encourages you to read? Then, co-investigators had five minutes 

to work together and choose the pictures that were most relevant to the question. Teens then 

were asked to explain, using the SHOWeD method, what they saw in the pictures they chose and 

what was happening in them. Next, co-investigators had ten minutes to group their selected 

pictures by common topics, themes, and issues as they collectively decided. This required all 

investigators to work together to codify and name their pictures and process the commonalities 

or differences in their pictures’ contents. This created four themes from the grouped pictures, 

which will be discussed below. As a group, co-investigators were asked how the themes related 

to their lives, why the themes were seen as strengths (positives) or weaknesses (negatives) in 

their lives, and what they and other citizens could do about reading in their communities. This 

step took 39 minutes to finish.  
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 Interviews. Interviews were analyzed through thematic analysis (Vaismoradi et al., 2013; 

Gibson & Brown, 2009) to understand the themes that emerge from conversations. This includes 

documentation of the development of themes from initial readings to theme definitions arising 

from the similarities and differences mentioned in the interviews. No previously used coding 

structure were applied to these interviews’ codes. Questionnaires were analyzed by frequency of 

responses to quantify typical answers to behavioral and attitudinal questions. Two people from 

the research team coded interviews for greater reliability.  
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

 This chapter describes the results from each aspect of the project; the pre- and post-

Photovoice questionnaires, Photovoice process, and interviews are outlined below. Results are 

separated by method and will be discussed across methods later. This further analysis identifies 

common themes in a triangulation process to address the research questions: 1) What access do 

young people have to reading materials in their communities?, and 2) What are youths’ 

perceptions of the quantity and quality of available reading materials in their communities? 

Figure 3 highlights the research analysis process.  

FIGURE 3 (reproduced) 

FLOWCHART OF METHODS 

Results from the Questionnaires 

 The questionnaires served as a tool to gather demographic information from the co-

investigators (see Tables 2 and 3) and introduce them to the project topic. Some items from the 

questionnaire were reworded in the interviews to gather richer responses through conversation 

and to understand their ratings. It should be noted that most questions were worded for the co-
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investigators’ interpretation, which was then expanded upon in the interviews for clarification. 

Additionally, Tables 4 and 5 reflect questionnaire responses of the co-investigators the team 

interviewed. Appendix G includes a table of all investigators who took pictures and filled out a 

Pre-Photovoice questionnaire, but did not pass along their pictures for coding and were not 

interviewed.  

 Pre-Photovoice questionnaire. Results from the questionnaire before the Photovoice 

experience are summarized in Table 4 of interviewed teens. Four interviewed teens indicated that 

they read one to two times a week outside of school (N=4), and the other time periods had two 

responses each (Every day or almost every day, 1-2 times a month, Never or almost never). Most 

said they like to read “a little bit” (N=6); two said they like to read “very much,” and one said 

“quite a lot.” No one said they did not like to read, and even though one co-investigator did not 

respond to this question, they said during their interview that they like to read. The next question 

asked how their reading has changed over time as they aged; one respondent did not answer. 

Three (Abby, Junie B., and Travis) said their reading (which could have been interpreted as 

frequency of reading, enjoyment of, reading materials, etc.) has not changed over time. Three 

(Angela, Bill, and Kathy) said they used to read more when they were younger and do not have 

as much time to read now—Bill said, “Once I got older, I didn’t have as much time and it’s hard 

to find books that keep my interest,” but Kathy “still love[s] to read and will do so whenever I 

can.” Two (Derek and Ramona) said the actual content of reading materials has changed 

“because of my age and maturity level” (Derek). Clare said she “just read[s] for my teachers.” 

The most common reading materials teens are interested in include: Poetry (N=6), comics (N=5), 

fiction (N=4), young adult (N=4), horror (N=4), crime/mystery (N=4), fantasy (N=3), romance 
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(N=3), and classics (N=3). Other categories (i.e. magazines, science fiction) were not circled as 

frequently, even though co-investigators could choose as many categories as they wanted.  

 From this pre-Photovoice questionnaire, the research team learned that most of the 

interviewed co-investigators read about one or two times a week outside of school and like to 

read a little bit. Teens said their reading has changed over time for a variety of reasons, including 

more mature reading materials, reading only for school, not finding books that interest them, and 

having more time commitments to juggle. These teens read (or would like to read) a variety of 

different genres of materials, such as poetry, fiction, comics, young adult, horror, and mystery 

and crime.  

TABLE 4 

PRE-PHOTOVOICE RESPONSES BY INTERVIEWEES 

Reading frequency 

How often do you read outside of 

school? 

f (responses) 

N=10 

Every day or almost every day 2 

Once or twice a week 4 

Once or twice a month 2 

Never or almost never 2 

Enjoyment of reading 

How much do you like to read? 
f (responses) 

N=10 

Not at all 0 

A little bit 6 

Quite a lot 1 

Very much 2 

No response (said likes to read in 

interview) 
1 

Changes in reading 

Has either your liking or actual 

reading changed as you’ve gotten 

older? (open-ended) 

f (responses) 

N=10 

No 3 

Yes 6 

No response 1 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 

Genres of reading 

materials 

What types of things do you like 

to/would like to read on your own? 
f (responses) 

Magazines 2 

Fiction 4 

Non-fiction 1 

Audiobooks 1 

Young Adult 4 

Fantasy 3 

Horror 4 

Romance 3 

Classics 3 

Crime/Mystery novels 4 

Newspapers 1 

Poetry 6 

Comics 5 

Science Fiction 1 

 

 Post-Photovoice questionnaire. Table 5 shows results from the questionnaire completed 

after taking pictures and directly before the interview. This questionnaire intended to understand 

co-investigators’ feelings about the Photovoice experience and begin their processing of the 

experience for the interview. Most co-investigators “agreed” with four out of the nine questions: 

that there are a lot of places where they could find books to read in Wichita (N=6), that there are 

a lot of places that encourage them to read in Wichita (N=5), that there is a public library within 

a reasonable distance from them (N=7), and that Wichita values them as a young adult reader 

(N=7). Most respondents “disagreed” with three of the questions: that there are not enough 

places to find books in their community (delineated from “Wichita”; N= 5), that there are not 

enough places to find books in Wichita (N=5), and that there should be more places to buy books 

around them (N=4). Respondents were mostly split in “agreeing” and “disagreeing” with the 

belief there should be more places to borrow books around them (N=3 for each response). Five 

co-investigators said they “strongly disagree” with the belief that the books in Wichita are 
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inappropriate for them. From these nine questions, co-investigators thought there were adequate 

places in Wichita and in their communities to find physical materials to read and that encourage 

them to read. Additionally, most felt valued as a reader by the city of Wichita.  

 The last three questions were open-ended. Co-investigators listed out all of the places 

they would go to to find something to read in town. The most common responses were: school 

library (N=5) and the public library (N=5). Additional places mentioned were: downtown, the 

downtown library, one person’s local library branch, and Barnes & Noble. Ramona said she did 

not know where she would go.  

 When asked whether reading is important for their own life, eight people said yes for a 

variety of reasons. Four (Ann, Derek, Ramona, and Travis) indicated reading helps them learn 

about the world, Abby said “[you] have to know what stuff to say to have a job,” Angela said “it 

expands my vocabulary and imagination,” Kathy said “it is fun and an important skill,” and Bill 

said “it is important to do on a daily basis.” Clare said reading is important “sometimes” for 

finding out new things, and Junie B. said reading is not important in her life.  

 The last question asked teens about their perceptions of the Photovoice experience. This 

question was to measure their feelings of empowerment as a result of their participation. Abby, 

Junie B., and Travis said Photovoice had no affect on them. The rest of responses (N=8) were 

positive and sometimes encapsulated multiple benefits from participating. Clare thought “the 

photos mean creativity and value and could have a bigger meaning in the background.” In 

addition to enjoying the creative aspect, she and others (i.e. Angela, Ann, Bill, and Derek) liked 

learning and thinking more about Wichita. As Angela said, “This is affecting us because it helps 

us think more about our surroundings and put definitions on life without words.” Derek also 

enjoyed learning more about Wichita and the social aspect of “[being] able to bond with other 
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people.” Kathy noted that it “made me realize how much I read on a daily basis.” Ramona 

simply said she enjoyed the experience.  

 From the post-Photovoice questionnaire, the research team learned that teens feel positive 

about being able to find reading materials in their surroundings, whether in Wichita in general or 

their specific neighborhood. Teens felt like they are valued as young readers in Wichita as well. 

These responses relate back to the first research question (i.e. What access do young people have 

to reading materials in their communities?). Most people noted being able to find reading 

materials in libraries, in particular their school library and public library. Co-investigators 

primarily felt that reading is important for myriad reasons, such as learning new things, 

expanding their creativity, and preparing for future plans. Lastly, most were positive towards the 

Photovoice experience because they thought more critically about their environment.  

TABLE 5 

POST-PHOTOVOICE RESPONSES BY INTERVIEWEES 

Questions Most frequent response 
f (responses) 

Max N=10 

There are a lot of places in 

Wichita where I can find 

books/things I want to read. 

Agree 6 

There are lots of places in 

Wichita that encourage me to 

read. 

Agree 5 

There are not enough places 

where I could find 

books/things to read in my 

community. 

Disagree 5 

There are not enough places 

where I could find 

books/things to read in 

Wichita.  

Disagree 5 

The books/things to read in 

Wichita are not appropriate 

for me (too young, outdated, 

etc.) 

Strongly Disagree 5 
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TABLE 5 (continued) 

Questions Most frequent response 
f (responses) 

Max N=10 

There is a public library 

within a reasonable distance 

from me. 

Agree 7 

There should be more places 

to buy books around me.  
Disagree 4 

There should be more places 

to borrow books around me. 

Disagree 3 

Agree 3 

Wichita values me as a young 

adult reader.  
Agree 7 

Where do you/would you go 

to get a new book to read in 

Wichita?  

School library 5 

Public library 5 

Downtown 1 

Downtown library 1 

Branch library 1 

Barnes & Noble 1 

Don’t know 1 

Is reading important for your 

life? 

Yes 

For learning 5 

For jobs 1 

Happens 

everyday 
1 

Important 

skill 
1 

No 1 

Sometimes 1 

What are your thoughts on 

the Photovoice experience?  

Positive 

experience 

Enjoyed it 1 

Learned more 

about 

surroundings 

5 

Realized 

reading is all 

around 

1 

Bonded with 

others 
1 

Creative  1 

Neutral 3 
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Results of Photovoice 

 Analysis of pictures from the Photovoice method are summarized from comments made 

during the group analysis of photographs. Teens took photographs to answer the question, What 

exists in your community that encourages you to read? In terms of data collected, a total of 63 

pictures were collected from 10 co-investigators. Because co-investigators went out in groups, 

some pictures were of similar or identical subjects but were counted as separate photographs. At 

the group coding session with all co-investigators at the organization, 21 photographs were 

selected as being the most pertinent to the question above.  

 Results from Photovoice group coding. At this group coding session, all 63 pictures 

were displayed so that all the students could view the photos. 15 teens participated in the coding 

(some of whom had been interviewed), and they chose 21 pictures for analysis that best 

represented what encourages them to read in their community. An initial analysis among the 

teens revealed five starting groups of pictures. At the beginning, co-investigators separated the 

groups of pictures into: College, church, signs, posters, and roads. These groups were created 

when the research team asked the teens to physically describe the pictures they saw in these 

categories (what they saw in the pictures, as per the SHOWeD method); when the team asked to 

describe what was happening, the teens combined the posters and signs categories into one 

group because of similar meanings. Results are presented using the SHOWeD method as a 

guideline (Figure 5 reproduced). Table 6 shows the final themes that emerged from their coding 

session, using in vivo theme names. Frequencies indicate the number of photographs that belong 

to each theme.  
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TABLE 6 

PHOTOVOICE: FINAL THEMES FROM GROUP CODING 

Theme 
f 

(pictures) 

College 8 

Signs 7 

Driving 3 

Religion 3 

 

FIGURE 5 (reproduced) 

SHOWED METHOD 

 

 

FIGURE 6 

PHOTOVOICE: COLLEGE THEME 
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 College. (8 pictures) Co-investigators chose 8 photographs (Figure 6) that represented 

college as encouraging them to read.  

 See. Pictures in this category included buildings on the Wichita State University (WSU) 

campus, maps of campus, signs that describe where they are or advertise parts of campus, and 

posters of students. One picture included a parking sign that was actually taken downtown, but it 

reminded the group of campus. 

 Happening. Teens said they created a college category because “you have to read to go to 

college.” They found direct connections between reading and college, because as a student, “you 

learn.” For these coders, college is an educational foundation and place where students have to 

read to graduate.  

 Our. When asked how these pictures related to their lives, many co-investigators said 

they want to go to college, and these pictures helped them learn more about the campus. They 

said these pictures represented “where we want to be in the future, which looks like success [for 

us].” These students did note that success looks different for each person, however, which was 

reflected in the different objects they took pictures of. Additionally, pictures were taken all 

across campus, and “everyone had to take different views and paths to take these [pictures].”  

 Why. The research team asked why they saw college as a strength in their lives, and one 

co-investigator said, “college is a way to get an education, and you can get a good job with an 

education.” During this discussion, one person mentioned again that college is not always a 

positive experience for all people because they might not know what they are going to do in their 

futures. It was clear from the strengths/weaknesses section of the SHOWeD method that while 

college was primarily a positive thing for this group of teens, it may be a negative experience for 

others (i.e. college can be stressful and introduce bad choices to students).   
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 Do. When the group reflected further, they noted that there are some actions they 

personally can take to strengthen college’s influences in their lives: “We have to have a plan and 

make the right choices.” For this group, college related directly to encouraging them to read 

because college has implications for their future goals and plans.  

 When asked if there were other things that they could have taken pictures of for this 

category that were not represented in the prints, one teen said they could have included a picture 

of their “student view” of grades, because they are strong incentives for doing well in school for 

college and getting better ACT scores for university entrance. Another person mentioned there 

could have been more pictures of people graduating to inspire them to keep up with their reading 

to reach the goal of finishing college. 

FIGURE 7 

PHOTOVOICE: SIGNS THEME 

 Signs. (7 pictures) Pictures in this category included signs and posters in the initial 

analysis phase of coding that were combined to create the single theme of signs (Figure 7).  

 See. For teens who coded these pictures, this category had pictures of signs for businesses 

downtown, signs at the youth group, posters of events, and plaques dedicated to people. Even 

though the college theme also included signs on the campus, those were more directly related to 
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college life, whereas the signs in this category were symbolic of commonplace things teens read 

in their normal environments.  

 Happening/Our. Co-investigators talked about the pictures’ meanings as they related to 

their lives. One said because they see these signs every day, “we have to read them.” Co-

investigators noted that because they see signs in their built environments on the daily, they are 

always encouraged to read just by seeing these types of images. Additionally, one teen said that 

signs can encourage people to read if they do not know about the subject of the sign (this 

comment was made in particular for a plaque dedicated to Carrie Nation and her historical 

significance).  

 Why. Teens said that signs like these are strengths in their lives, because “signs can give 

you direction.” While signs can literally give people directions for where they want to go, teens 

also discussed the more figurative importance of signs.  

 Do. Co-investigators discussed signs as being positive aspects of their reading lives, but 

did not provide suggestions for how to maintain them as strengths within the environment.  

 In this session, teens spent time talking about how reading the things around them 

prepares them for their futures. 
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FIGURE 8 

PHOTOVOICE: DRIVING THEME 

 Driving. (3 pictures) Photographs in this theme included ones taken while walking and 

driving around their neighborhoods (Figure 8).  

 See. One picture was of a car, another was of an intersection with stop lights and road 

signs, and the last picture included a pedestrian crossing sign. In the original coding phase, co-

investigators named this theme “roads” but then decided on driving based on the fact that the act 

of driving is itself a learning experience, which they connected to reading.  

 Happening/Our. As they described the pictures, co-investigators said that “you need to 

read to see the signs,” which refer to the street sign of the intersection picture. In relation to 

reading and their lives, however, they said both reading and driving helps them get places in life. 

Additionally, driving helps them learn about their environments, as does reading. As they looked 

at the composition of the pictures, a few students commented on the sky seen in the pictures. 

Each picture showed a bright, big, blue sky, which represents their limits—or rather, that there 

are no limits. Reading and driving open up limitless possibilities because there are so many paths 

one can take. There are different genres of reading materials and people have different reasons 

why they read— reading can be helpful for a variety of reasons, and oftentimes there are 

different routes one can take when they drive to their destination.  
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 Why. When the research team asked why they saw driving as a strength in their lives, 

they reiterated the fact that driving is necessary for getting where they need to, which led to a 

discussion about how they wished there were pictures of other streets and driving signs (i.e. 

merge and yield) to better reflect how many options they have when reaching their goals. 

Throughout this theme in particular, co-investigators used driving as a metaphor for how reading 

is like a roadmap for their futures where they are the drivers.  

 Do. Co-investigators did not discuss any actionable steps they or others can take to 

enhance driving as a strength in Wichita.  

 

FIGURE 9 

PHOTOVOICE: RELIGION THEME 

 Religion. (3 pictures) In the initial coding phase, teens called these pictures “church” but 

later decided to call it religion to better encompass the spectrum their faith has in their life 

(Figure 9).  

 See. These pictures included one of their church and youth group meeting place, one of 

the outside of the Bible, and the third of a page inside the Bible.  
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 Happening. On a surface level, co-investigators described how reading is necessary for 

reading the Bible and to learn about their faith. On a deeper level of analysis, these pictures 

represented how their religion has helped them throughout their lives and will continue to do so. 

This project was done as a partnership with their youth group, so the fact that their youth leaders 

are active in encouraging their reading alongside their faith paired reading and religion together 

in their minds.  

 Our/Why. This group viewed religion as a strength in their lives because it gave them a 

purpose, but recognized that religion might act as a weakness negative aspect in other people’s 

lives or even a neutral aspect. They noted that some people do not believe in Jesus, so this 

religion theme would not be a salient aspect in relation to their reading lives. Additionally, they 

talked about how some people have had “bad experiences with church people” so some might 

think religion was a negative aspect in their lives and also not be related to their reading 

development.  

 Do. When asked if there were other things related to religion that there could have been 

pictures of, co-investigators said pictures of pastors would have been appropriate. As noted 

before, their pastor and pastor’s wife were the group contacts and proponents for this partnership 

and so would have been good subjects as they have been encouraging their reading. Teens also 

said there could have been pictures of “different religions” to encompass the variety of religions 

that likewise encourage their believers to become more educated.  

 Other notes. During the group coding, some other notes were made in terms of other 

things that they could have taken pictures of that encourage them to read but did not. These 

included libraries, schools, and people. As they talked about libraries, they realized that both 

Photovoice groups could have taken these pictures, since there is a library downtown and on the 
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college campus. They also discussed how there is a school down the street from their church—

even though it is an elementary school and would not actually attend that school, they did say 

how their schools do encourage them to read. Finally, multiple students said that they could have 

taken pictures of people they came across as they took pictures. This would have represented the 

myriad perspectives people bring to the world, with each person’s cultures, worldviews, and 

histories. One commented, “Reading gives you perspective on things you can’t experience 

yourself, so you read books and get that experience,” and pictures of random people would have 

symbolized those various perspectives.  

 In summary, 15 teenagers attending the youth group identified 21 pictures as being the 

most relevant in symbolizing what encourages them to read within their communities. Co-

investigators created four themes of grouped pictures based on common topics and issues. These 

themes included college, signs, driving, and religion. Many comments related to the college 

theme revolved around their personal desires to attend college, which is a motivator for their 

reading. They discussed how they need to be able to read for college, which acts as a baseline for 

their imagined future success. When talking about signs, co-investigators mentioned that these 

are things they read in their everyday lives because they are everywhere. Additionally, signs are 

helpful because they help people to learn things they might not have known otherwise or spark 

interest in further reading. Driving was a third theme teens discussed as a symbol for how 

reading takes them on different journeys through life and is another type of learning experience. 

Finally, co-investigators talked about religion being an important encouragement of their reading 

development to learn about their faith more and as a result of partnering with the research team.  

 Through the facilitation of a group coding session, co-investigators decided to create a 

mosaic of the Young Life (name of the youth group) initials using the pictures they chose to 
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make the letters and border (Figure 10). The group chose to put the mosaic on the pages of a 

children’s book, painted white to cover up the background images. At one of the group meetings, 

the research team brought scissors, the painted book, glue, and two copies of the selected 

photographs to make the image. The teens collaborated to choose which cut pieces of pictures 

would work best for the shapes they needed and glued them on the pages of the book. Wallet-

sized versions of each picture were then grouped on the pages, accompanied by key quotes 

describing their identified themes. The project was framed and will be presented to Iasis at the 

May graduation ceremony.  

FIGURE 10 

FINAL PHOTOVOICE PRESENTATION 

 This coding experience relates to the first research question (i.e. What access do young 

people have to reading materials in their communities?) such that teens discussed the aspects of 

their daily lives that either actively encourage their reading or are symbolic of reading’s 
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importance on their lives. It should be noted, however, that during the Photovoice portion of this 

project, teens did not focus their pictures on places of physical access of reading materials. This 

will be analyzed further in the discussion section.  

Results of Interviews 

 The purpose of this method of data collection was to identify repeated and common 

themes mentioned by the interviewed co-investigators to better understand their viewpoints for 

the two research questions: What access do young people have to reading materials in their 

communities? What are youths’ perceptions of the quantity and quality of available reading 

materials in their communities? This section separates the interview into two sections: the first is 

focused on individual reflections (using the SHOWeD method) on the photographs each 

interviewee took, and the second section focuses on themes identified from the interview 

questions. It is vital to include both sections, as co-investigators’ reasonings for taking particular 

photographs is related to their responses through the interview process.  

Comments on photographs during interviews. The first summary of photographs 

reflect comments from the individual interviews. Five interviewees submitted photos from the 

WSU campus, four sent in pictures from downtown, and one had pictures from their surrounding 

neighborhood. Themes from photographs were analyzed in vivo, such that the initial round of 

themes were written directly from co-investigators’ language for the pictures they took. During 

each interview, teens were asked to physically describe the pictures they took, discuss a deeper 

meaning of each picture, and to relate the pictures to their lives (S, H, and O of the SHOWeD 

method). Initial themes are presented in Table 7; frequencies represent the number of mentions 

for each theme. Each theme represents an expressed relationship between reading and the listed 

themes below.  
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TABLE 7 

PHOTOVOICE: INITIAL THEMES FROM INTERVIEWS 

Initial themes 

(Relationship between reading and…) 

f 

(mentions) 

Creativity 9 

Learning 7 

Likes/Interests 4 

Colors 3 

Future plans 2 

Fun/Interesting 2 

Personal meaning 2 

Inspiration 1 

Easy for me to read 1 

Good places to read 1 

  

After categorizing the initial themes, secondary analysis collapsed the first round of 

themes into similar categories and identify the main themes. The resulting themes indicate the 

most common aspects of photographs mentioned as they relate to reading. Table 8 shows the 

emergent themes from the secondary analysis; frequencies represent the number of times in 

which each theme was identified, and explanations for each category follow. While most initial 

themes are either their own standalone theme or are subsumed under another one, two themes did 

not fit under any of the four final themes (i.e. “easier for me to read” and “good places for me to 

read”).  

TABLE 8 

PHOTOVOICE: FINAL THEMES FROM INTERVIEWS 

Theme 
f 

(mentions) 

Creativity 14 

Learning more 7 

Life relatability 5 

Interests 4 
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Creativity. (14 mentions) Co-investigators mentioned creativity as relating to reading for 

their lives the most frequently. Most of these comments were made about pictures taken 

downtown, with creativity mentioned 12 times by the downtown picture takers. Ann, Angela, 

Clare, Derek, Junie B., and Bill discussed this theme. They took pictures of theatre masks posted 

around the university campus, statues that are interpretive, items directly related to the arts like 

city art installations, student art posted around campus, and signs that incorporated artsy 

elements. Bill and Angela took pictures of things that might be in books, or as Angela said, 

“what I saw in books like whenever I picture things in books.” Bill’s pictures were parks, 

intricate benches, and lights— the “artsy stuff you’d see in a book.” Both took the picture prompt 

quite literally as the physical things they would see in books. Angela also said her pictures (a 

theatre mask and ambiguous statue) represent the creativity of books. Her pictures were like the 

drama of stories and “the different types of emotions…it’s like happy and sad…and different 

parts of people.”   

 A subdomain of the creative theme included colors. As mentioned in the initial themes 

table, colors were discussed three times and inspired them to take pictures that included bright 

colors, like colorful bikes in an alley. For instance, Derek took photos of “multicolored seats, 

like the seating arrangements…that inspired us to read” and sit down. Bill brought up colors 

again talking about the imagined details of described items in books and how they related to the 

colors in his pictures.   

 Another subdomain included things that were fun or interesting to the photographers. 

Images included art projects around the downtown area (like a large, fake spider in an alley) and 

physical aspects of signs and plaques that stick out to viewers. For example, in one of Junie B.’s 
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pictures of a plaque, “the way they did the format, some words poked out more than others,” and 

used her hands to indicate the words were different sizes; that drew her in to read it.  

 Learning more. (7 mentions) Half of the co-investigators (N=5) said they took pictures 

of things that encouraged them to learn more about the objects because they did not know 

something about the object. Angela, Junie B., Derek, Ramona, and Travis took pictures that 

made them want to learn more; pictures included a statue on campus, a plaque posted at the 

university, attractions in downtown, stores they did not know about, a disco ball, and a Bible. 

Angela said she, “didn’t know about [the statues] and wanted to learn more about [it] and what it 

was made for, and then I saw that it had the part where I could read about it on it, so I read about 

it.” Junie B. also commented on the plaques around campus to let people know about things  

around them: “The plaque was in one of their rooms, like going into the dorms…trying to give us 

a message.” Travis took a picture of a disco ball downtown because “I really never knew who 

made the disco ball….I’m just looking around, I see something and ‘What’s that?’ or ‘who did 

that’?” He used his pictures to learn “the information behind who did it” in this case, and 

documented that things around him can be learning lessons. Derek said he took a picture of a 

store that was about interior designing because, 

When I saw this picture, I wanted to learn about what does this store do and what made  

them become what they are. So Interiors, Urban Interiors, I’m guessing that that’s a  

place that designs inside houses and stuff. Actually at my school, for Wichita Technical  

College…we have the college career center. The lady, she wanted me to look into interior  

design. So yeah, I went back to this place to ask the owner there. And I read into it a little  

bit online… I think that interior design is one thing that I would consider doing in the  

future.  
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 Derek’s picture and story was also coded in the next theme but is included here because 

he used this opportunity to learn more about the object of his picture. Ramona’s picture of a 

Bible represented her religious beliefs because, “I like reading about and learning about God.”  

 Life relatability. (5 mentions) Another theme teens discussed was objects that they could 

relate to their lives. For the four co-investigators (Abby, Angela, Kathy, and Derek) who 

discussed this theme, they mentioned how they took pictures of things that related to their future 

plans, such as going to college and a future career. Before going on the Photovoice trip, Abby 

expressed hesitation with going to the university campus because it was going to be boring. At 

the interview, however, she said, “I want to go to WSU, and it’s nice to see all around there,” to 

which the interviewer noted, “Especially after you said you didn’t want to go up there!” Her 

pictures included posters for events on campus, maps of the campus, signs describing buildings, 

and plaques about important people. As mentioned in the previous theme, Derek took pictures of 

a design store downtown because he is interested in studying interior design in college, and these 

pictures encouraged him to learn more about it.  

 Two other co-investigators took pictures of objects that inspired them and/or had personal 

meaning for them. Angela, who took a picture of the theatre masks, said,  

The reason why I took the picture of the happy and sad one is cause I’m bipolar. I just  

thought that it was different cause like one minute you’re happy and then you’re sad…I  

really haven’t seen anything like that, and I think I’m different. 

This picture made her feel seen in the world, similar to how books relay people’s 

personalities. Kathy said that she took a picture of a quote, because, “They actually relate to my 

life a lot. Like if I’m ever feeling sad, I just go and look up a nice quote. It just always makes me 

feel better. Or just interested and I need some inspiration. Go Google a quote.” She connected 
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quotes to poetry, which comforts her as well because “it can have an inspiring meaning. It can 

have a deeper meaning.”  

 Interests. (4 mentions) Based on teens’ responses during the interviews, their interests 

were a distinct category from life relatability. Whereas the previous theme included deeper 

connections to co-investigators’ current and future lives, interests referred to hobbies and 

preferences for types of reading materials. Pictures included Kathy’s quote (“I really like poetry 

too”), Travis’ picture of the Intrust Bank Arena sign (“It interests me because…it was NBA 

games and we went to WWE Raw, so I’ve been to a game at Intrust”), and Ramona’s pictures of 

food (I love food. I love to read cooking books…I like to read cause I like to cook new things.”).  

 Themes from interview. The initial themes identified through analysis of interviews are 

grouped by the interview questions (Table 9). These initial themes were: enjoyment of reading; 

reading frequency; thoughts on access to reading materials; how community affects reading 

viewpoints; importance of reading; suggestions for improving access to reading; and predictions 

for the future. 
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TABLE 9 

INTERVIEWS: INITIAL THEMES 

Interview questions Initial theme f (mentions) 

Enjoyment of reading 

 

 

 

 

Likes to 

read 

Opportunities to learn 
9 

Good pastime (i.e. enjoys picking 

books, reading is relaxing) 

7 

Creative 
4 

Physical characteristics intrigue 

(i.e. book cover, size of book) 

2 

Doesn’t like 

to read 

Boring (i.e. gets distracted, 

doesn’t like book options) 

5 

Tough (i.e. has difficulty reading) 
4 

Reading frequency 

outside of school 

Reads often 11 

Doesn’t read often 15 

Thoughts on access to 

reading materials 

Adequate access (i.e. places that encourage them 

to read, school acting as a major proponent of 

reading) 

53 

Inadequate access (i.e. unable to name places 

where they can find books, lack of advertising 

around town) 

31 

Community affecting 

reading viewpoints 

More options increases enjoyment and/or 

frequency of reading 

7 

More options does not affect enjoyment or 

frequency of reading 

1 

Fewer options decreases enjoyment and/or 

frequency of reading 

1 

Fewer options does not affect enjoyment or 

frequency of reading 

2 

Importance of reading 

Future plans as a motivator 11 

Learn about new things 16 

Reading is everywhere 1 
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TABLE 9 (continued) 

Interview questions Initial theme 
f (mentions) 

Suggestions to 

encourage teen reading 

Incentivize/make reading more fun 
8 

Signs/everyday reading materials are more 

conducive (i.e. more colorful, spaces for teens) 

6 

Put books where teens are 
8 

Use social media/technology more 
6 

Advertise access points 
5 

Include teens in book giveaways/donations 
6 

Normalize reading 
7 

Predictions for the 

future 

There was such a mix of predictions that no 

response had more than one mention and were 

not logically combined. 

 

 

 After identifying the initial themes from interviews, secondary themes were identified 

using a hierarchical coding process (Tracy, 2013). This process outlined which themes belong 

under related umbrella themes. This thematic analysis revealed seven themes, four of which 

encompass subthemes. Table 10 outlines the organization of themes along with their definitions, 

examples from the text, and frequency of mentions in the data.  
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TABLE 10 

INTERVIEWS: FINAL THEMES 

Theme Name Definition f (mentions) 

Opportunity to learn 

Reading is a vital learning tool 

for academics, life skills, and 

personal growth.  

24 

Encourages creativity 
Reading expands one’s creative 

abilities and is a creative activity.  
10 

Personalized 

 Capture 

interest 
Reading can 

be tailored 

to each 

person by: 

being fun. 

42 

19 

 Relatable 
connecting to 

teens’ lives. 
11 

 Future plans as 

motivator 

relating to 

individuals’ goals.   
12 

Technology use 

Technology, with a special 

emphasis on social media, can 

facilitate or hamper reading.  

16 

Challenges to 

access 

 Individual 

challenges 

There are 

current 

barriers to 

reading 

materials and 

suggestions 

for increasing 

availability: 

on a person-to-

person basis. 

67 

8 

 School 

challenges 
within schools. 9 

 Community 

challenges 

within the 

community. 
50 

Facilitates access 

 Individual level 

There are 

current 

methods in 

which access 

to reading 

materials is 

enhanced: 

by individuals.  

70 

14 

 School level 
within schools.  23 

 Community 

level 

within the 

community, 

including 

organizations, 

businesses, and 

in the 

environment.  

33 
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TABLE 10 (continued) 

Theme Name 
Definition f (mentions) 

Affect of access 

on teens 

 Options in 

environment 

increases 

preference and 

behaviors 

Frequency and 

enjoyment of 

reading is: 

influenced by 

the availability 

of books in the 

community. 

8 

4 

 Options in 

environment 

doesn’t increase 

preference and 

behaviors 

not influenced 

by greater 

availability.  

1 

 Fewer options 

in environment 

doesn’t increase 

preference and 

behaviors 

not influenced 

by lack of 

availability.  

3 

 

 Opportunity to learn. (24 mentions) Eight of the co-investigators said they like to read 

because it offers them chances to learn and expands their knowledge of particular topics and the 

world in general. Kathy “love[s] to read just because…I’ve just always liked words and learning 

new words.” She noted that this has helped with standardized tests for college entrance, because 

“[reading] is on big tests like the ACT/SAT for high school students…you have to know how to 

read, you have to know vocabulary and grammar.” The topics of fluency and comprehension 

were introduced (Kathy’s quote below): 

 On the ACT, there’s a reading portion and they give you a story and then you answer  

questions. And there’s not nearly enough for you to read the whole story and then answer 

the questions, so you have to know how to kind of skim over it but still be able to read it 

and understand what’s going on… SAT, it’s only reading and math portions, so you have 
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to know how to read, you have to know grammar and English. And that can determine 

what kind of college you get into. 

 Derek, who is in an AP class, said that “for most kids who go to college, I feel like you 

definitely have to learn how to read. Not just learn, but be a fluent reader or you’re going to 

struggle with [college].” Travis also connected reading to academics; he “reads most everything. 

I guess I’m just trying to get a little serious [with] grades.” For both males, reading has “helped 

[them] smarter” (Derek). Outside of school, reading was noted as a necessary life skill—as 

Ramona said, “you have to learn how to read. You have to know how to read” to “really get you 

somewhere in life.” She also mentioned that “reading is really important for teens so that when 

they grow up, they’re not dumb.” Even though she said this with a laugh, Ramona worried that 

without the ability to read, teens would not do well as they continued growing. Additionally, a 

few teens said that reading “expands your viewpoints on other cultures and different 

perspectives” (Derek) and is “another outlook on life” (Ann) that they normally would not know 

about.  

 Encourages creativity. (10 mentions) Half of the co-investigators thought that reading 

encouraged them to be creative because reading is a creative act in itself and can be fostered by a 

conducive environment. Even though Ann likes to read and has since a child, there are still some 

books that are boring to her:  

We just read Of Mice and Men not too long ago. But I don’t know that story really 

wasn’t…I wasn’t feeling it but I still read it…I just read a boring story so I can like think 

of the outcome that I want it to have. Like I’ll read a story and then in my mind, I’ll have 

another story line. 
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Other people compared books to “movies in our heads” (which both Angela and Kathy said). 

Books’ descriptions of characters, scenes, and plots help them to imagine the stories and “see 

where the story ends up” (Ramona) by playing them as mental movies. Likewise, Bill talked 

about how reading “takes you out of reality and makes you be able to fantasize a different 

world.” When he was “downtown, it kind of inspired me [to read] more than the places I spend 

most of my time” because “downtown is the main artsy area…with a lot of quotes and stuff on 

the walls… but everywhere else is kind of just bland.” He tied in his pictures with the colorful 

benches that are welcoming to readers. Being in this environment made him think more about 

reading than he normally does, and he thought that “they should make more of the Wichita area 

like downtown, there’s a lot more colors and stuff that inspires people.” If people “build up the 

places around you like your home and just make the place around you a better environment, a 

more inspiring place,” he thought people would want to read more often.  

 Personalized. (42 mentions) This theme is comprised of three subthemes: capture 

interest, relatable, and future plans as motivator. As a main theme, personalization refers to the 

fact that reading can be tailored to each individual. All ten co-investigators believed that reading 

should be more personalized (particularly in schools) to encourage them to read more often.  

 Within this theme, teens said it is important that books catch their interest, because “not a 

lot of teens read…they just think, ‘Oh, it’s boring’” (Kathy). In fact, Abby said she “doesn’t like 

to read because it takes too much time,” but does like to read “when there’s action in it.” 

However, her favorite types of books are not brought in school readings. Travis also doesn’t like 

to read, because “I usually lay down because I think it’s boring to read sometimes,” but also 

mentioned “I’ve never tried reading for fun before.” They agreed with the rest of the teens in 

saying that when they make their own choice of reading materials, they are more likely to read it. 
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Other people talked about liking particular genres of books as well, which they also do not see in 

schools. A lot of book choices in school focus on history or scientific facts, which they felt are 

uninteresting. Clare and Kathy also discussed physical characteristics of books they look at when 

choosing one on their own as driving their preferences for reading materials: “When I pick a 

book I usually look at the cover so if it draws me in, it has to look interesting on the cover, but if 

it looks boring then I don’t usually pick it up to read like the summary” (Clare). Kathy will also 

look at the size of font and length of book to see if those aspects interest her. There were nine 

mentions from the interviews about needing to make reading more fun for all ages within schools 

and in community settings to increase reading. These suggestions included providing incentives 

for reading (like pool passes), creating reading games related to stories, and holding competitions 

within the city for numbers of books read. By making reading more interesting, Travis said, this 

would “let [teens] read without letting them know they’re actually reading if it was more fun.” 

Additionally, two teens reminded the interviewers that everyone has their own interests and “not 

everybody likes the same type of books” (Bill). Across interviews, co-investigators wanted more 

agency over reading choices in schools that follow their preferences and more activities that 

make reading fun in different settings.  

 Another subtheme discussed was relatability, which referred to books that have 

characters and plots similar to teens’ experiences. Clare shared one book she was reading at the 

time that is written for teenagers that applies to their lives: 

So the book that I’m reading right now, it’s Seven Bad Habits, and it’s true. Like the 

seven bad habits most teens have…I have some of those habits, and then it gives you 

good habits about what you should do about those. So one of the bad habits were 
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procrastinating, like homework. And the good habit was not to procrastinate or do it 

during study hall…to get it done on time. 

 Clare also mentioned that fiction books, “dramas and things…we go through in life” can 

provide teens with advice about what to do and help them make better decisions. Angela also 

said that most books talk about conflicts within or between characters, so when a teen comes 

across a new problem in life, “You be like, ‘No, I read something and it told me about this’…It 

helps you ‘cause you’ll know what to do because you heard about it before or read about it.” 

Even books not labeled as “self-help” can help young adults know how to react and act in new 

situations if they have read about these issues before.  

 The third subtheme discussed focused on their future plans as motivators for their current 

reading, with college and intended careers as those motivators. Five co-investigators discussed 

how reading is an important skill for any jobs. Two pointed out that to even get a job, reading is 

important “to get a good job” (Abby). Further, co-investigators’ anticipated college majors (i.e. 

interior design for Derek and English for Ann) motivate them to read because they have to be 

able to do that well to excel in school. Junie B. also said that “reading well… in history and 

English classes, [you can get] college credit in high school.” As others have said before, reading 

now sets teenagers up for future success.  

 Technology use. (16 mentions) The use of technology, whether physical devices 

themselves (i.e. phones, tablets, Nooks) or applications that can be used on them (i.e. social 

media like Facebook), appeared throughout the interviews. Depending on the context and 

individual, using technology was seen as either a positive or negative influence on reading. Six 

of these mentions viewed technology as a distractor for readers. Some of the co-investigators 

said social media in particular distracts them often (i.e. “notifications that pop up on your 
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phone,” like Clare said), and they assume the same goes for other teenagers. They also guessed 

that social media is a top form of entertainment for people their age, which Derek admitted for 

his own preference. The rest of comments about social media and technology were more positive 

in that co-investigators thought technology will facilitate reading in the future. Since teens 

already read on social media every day, perhaps new methods of engaging them online with 

reading would be successful.  

 Challenges to access. (67 mentions) Co-investigators discussed throughout their 

interviews multiple levels in which access to reading materials is inhibited. They discussed these 

challenges within three separate levels: individual challenges to access, school challenges to 

access, and community challenges to access.  

 Individual challenges to access were personal (i.e. co-investigators identified these 

challenges within themselves). At this level, teens discussed ways in which individual people 

may not have access to reading materials, which included reading behaviors, reading 

preferences, personal struggles with reading, and the home environment. For instance, Junie B. 

said, “I…didn’t have glasses so it was hard for me to read cause I couldn’t see…I still don’t like 

reading.” Ann also talked about her reading behaviors as a child in that she used to read more 

when she was younger because she used to go to the library often. Reading behaviors from youth 

influenced their current perceptions of reading. Other comments about reading revolved around 

their attitudes toward reading—some do not like reading because of the time commitment 

required (as Abby mentioned before) or just do not think about reading as a viable activity. 

Ramona said that she does not read often because “we don’t have books at the house.” 

Comments at this level reflected personal barriers to reading materials, which reflected personal 

experiences and views about reading they have.  
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 Challenges within the school suggested ways in which the structure of education at their 

schools impedes their access to reading. A few said they notice classmates feeling intimidated 

and frustrated by class choices for reading, which they thought affected their attitudes toward 

reading in their personal lives. Even Junie B. said, “I don’t like reading…in front of people. 

People, me talking, and people just listening…Sometimes I don’t know how to pronounce the 

words.”  Additionally, eight of the co-investigators said they read primarily in school; Clare 

clarified that classes require them to read while in school. At her school, “we don’t actually 

physically take an actual book home to read. We only read in the classrooms, so I think that’s our 

problem.” Another teen recognized that schools have many priorities to juggle, but wished that 

schools encouraged teens to read more.  

 Community barriers to reading materials included physical challenges (i.e. location of 

book-providing places) and community-wide beliefs about reading. This subdomain of the main 

theme was mentioned the most amount of times out of the three. Co-investigators brought up the 

public library in a few contexts; Kathy used to go to the library when she was younger, but “if 

my parents are really busy, they couldn’t always take me to the library and then sometimes I 

would have fees on my library card.” Because she accumulated late fees, she was prevented from 

checking out more books. Three teens felt like there needs to be more library branches in town 

because not everyone lives near one or “the downtown library. [Not] everybody can get there” 

(Junie B.). Other people thought the library should advertise its services more for teenagers and 

young people because books are free there. In a related vein, some interviewed teens said that 

bookstores and sellers should also increase their advertising. Others said that the cost of books is 

a prohibiting factor in accessing them. Junie B. acknowledged that there is a Barnes & Noble in 

town, but, “You can’t encourage somebody to read if your books are gonna be high.” Ramona 
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believed that “a lot of businesses care about their money. Like nobody really cares about kids 

and stuff except the parents and the schools and close friends. But other than that, they just care 

about making their money, you know?” Some suggested that book fairs and “giveaways” expand 

their reach to teenagers, similar to the ones they went to when they were kids at school and at 

community events because books are so expensive. They noted that most book donations gather 

used books that are usually old, battered, and uninteresting.  

 While Ramona’s comment (and Junie B.’s similar comment) specifically calls out 

businesses as prioritizing money over young readers, she also refers to a general perception 

about the importance of reading. Others echoed the feeling that people generally do not view 

reading as important or “they think that school is basically all you need” (Angela). Additionally, 

Junie B. felt that the town has sectioned off certain areas as being reading-friendly:  

In the predominantly black areas, I feel like they expect us not to have education, and 

they expect us not to be able to read. So, for like [the town] not to be able to put those 

resources in our [grasp], it kinda makes me mad. 

 The area she referred to was in the neighborhood of the youth center and in the 67214 zip 

code, and she wished that reading resources were made “more available.” Others noted that the 

environment affects people’s ideas about reading as well. Kathy, who is also from the same zip 

code, said that even though she has always loved to read, people act shocked when they find out 

she likes to read. She said, “A lot of people my age are like, ‘Ew, you read?’ and I’m like, ‘Yeah, 

I love to read.’” She and Clare hoped that if people start talking about reading around them, 

others will catch on to it and can normalize reading as an everyday and fun activity. A few others 

(i.e. Derek, Abby, Ramona) suggested that books be placed in areas where teens are, such as the 

mall, a local bowling and indoor entertainment facility, and afterschool programs such as the 
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youth group. Within the community, two also suggested installing more Little Free Libraries 

around town as another method of accessing reading materials because they are free and local in 

neighborhoods. Finally, some co-investigators said that people who care about reading (i.e. “like 

y’all,” meaning the research team, and personal contacts) have been instrumental in encouraging 

and providing teens access to reading materials, and more people need to take action for literacy.  

 It should be noted that when talking about places that encourage reading in town, there 

were two co-investigators who could not name any organizations or community institutions 

related to reading.  

 Facilitates access. (70 mentions) Co-investigators pointed to physical locations where 

they can access reading materials, attitudes that promote reading and thus encourage people to 

seek out books, influential people who encourage reading, and behaviors that would make 

reading more salient and available. Similar to the previous theme, teens talked about ways in 

which access is facilitated on three levels: individual, school, and community. 

 On the individual level, co-investigators mentioned their beliefs about reading that make 

them want to put in effort to find books to read. Three said that reading is a relaxing hobby for 

them, so even though they do a lot of reading in school, “I always find some time to read” 

(Kathy). Derek also recognizes that he has many time constraints on his reading time, so “the 

days that I read the school books, I try to get in some more time reading the books that I choose.” 

They find the time to read because they personally think it is an enjoyable pastime, but also 

mentioned how other people in their lives can affect their and other teens’ ideas about reading. 

Two co-investigators said that peers can influence teens’ beliefs about reading, which bleed into 

their search for reading materials. Kathy and some of her friends talk about books, which “makes 

me want to read something new.” Clare also said that that people “should talk about [reading] 
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more. It should be on the news to encourage us how to read more.” If reading was an everyday 

point of discussion, reading might become more normalized. Junie B. echoed a similar belief, but 

pointed out that having these more casual conversations about reading “at younger ages” would 

reinforce the desire to read later on. Abby also indicated that other people are points of 

inspiration for accessing reading materials, but said that when she has read to other people (i.e. 

her cousin in the hospital), she wanted to find books to read to them. Others said that if their 

classmates who feel frustrated in school practiced reading, they would feel less intimidated and 

would want to read more often on their own. Within this individual level, co-investigators talked 

about viewpoints and behaviors that enables looking for books.  

 The next level was within schools. All ten co-investigators said that the school is the 

main place where they and peers read and access books. Some specified that they get books from 

their school’s library, whereas others simply said “school” is where they get their books. Five 

people said that school is the strongest proponent of reading among teenagers in town, and 

people in general think that “school is basically all you need [to get books]” (Kathy).  

 The last level discussed was at the community level. Those who were interviewed 

identified physical places where they could or do access reading materials. Libraries were 

mentioned the most often at this level (10 times), with some distinguishing between the 

downtown library and neighborhood branches. Bookstores were mentioned four times, although 

only one person named a particular store (Barnes & Noble); similarly, Abby said there is a 

corner store by her that has books for sale, although it is not solely a book seller. Coffee shops 

were discussed twice, where people can either bring their own books to read or where they have 

books within the shop where people can borrow. Ann was one of the people who talked about 

coffee shops, saying that there is a place downtown where, “I call it the book keeper. It’s like a 
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little coffee shop, you can order books.” Bill said that the vibe of downtown inspires him to read 

because of its “artsy” feeling—although he did not identify any particular places that offer 

reading materials, he felt that the creative nature of downtown would make him and others want 

to find books to read. Two people talked about Little Free Libraries as places where they can get 

books because they are located in neighborhoods and places where students can access them, 

although Kathy said, “If it’s around an elementary school, there would be a lot of kid’s books in 

there.” Other places that were mentioned were: the Griots (a local organization that uses music 

and poetry in storytelling), groups of people (like the research team) who actively talk about 

reading in the community, a local hospital with books inside, the YMCA, Chuck E. Cheese 

(where Abby said had a program with incentives for reading), museums, and the cosmosphere. 

Bill noted in his interview that even though he does not often read books, he reads things in his 

environment every day—“sub-captions when I’m watching T.V. I always read signs and stuff 

like that.” Lastly, Kathy pointed out that free book distributions, like the ones she went to as a 

child in the community, are great sources of reading materials.  

 Affect of access on teens. (8 mentions) Co-investigators talked about the ways in which 

having reading material options (their perceptions of options) influence their reading enjoyment 

and behaviors. Three of the teens who believed that there are many places where they can access 

reading materials in their community felt that contributed to their positive feelings toward 

reading and how often they read. For instance, Ann said: 

I definitely feel like if there wasn’t a lot [of places to find books], I wouldn’t like to read, 

but since there are so many places, and since they’re on whatever side I want at the time, 

and if I decide I want to read, I don’t have to go out of my way to go get a book. So I feel 
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like it’s definitely more easy access, so it’s just there, so why not take the chance while 

I’ve got it? 

 Angela said something similar, although she did not think there was adequate access—“I 

would read more [if there were more places].”  

 Even though Abby thought there were enough places in town where she can get books, 

she still does not like to read most books and does not read very often. Junie B. specified that 

although there are not a lot of places (“unless it’s school”) that provide access to books, that does 

not affect her enjoyment or frequency of reading, because she still has the choice to read or not 

with what is available to her. Ramona said that even though there are not a lot of places that 

provide books, that does not affect her viewpoints about reading in any way (“I just don’t think 

about picking up a book and start reading it.”). Derek felt that the issue of access is not just an 

issue in Wichita, but that it happens everywhere; because of this belief, he does not internalize 

access in the community as having an affect on his reading preferences.  

 Two people did not relate their responses about availability in town to their perspectives 

on reading, although Bill did say there are not a lot of places he could identify that have books. 

Travis, on the other hand, said there are enough places in town that have books, although he also 

had a difficult time naming those places and organizations.  

Integrated Results  

 The purpose of this study was two-fold: to learn what access young people have to 

reading materials and to understand youths’ perceptions of the quantity and quality of those 

available reading materials. Analyses of two questionnaires (before and after Photovoice), 

pictures taken through the Photovoice experience, and interviews point to teenagers’ perspectives 

regarding these two questions. To understand the full picture of results, responses across the 
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three methods were combined to triangulate findings. In the process, some themes and results 

were found across all three methods, two, or only one. However, each method sought to elicit 

different types of information from co-investigators, and the findings revealed through analysis 

are all presented as valid. 

 Across the three methods, creativity and learning were mentioned (mentioned in the post-

Photovoice questionnaire) as related to reading in their lives. As written in the post-Photovoice 

questionnaire, the photos that represented encouragement of reading were creative stories 

without words. Through the interviews, people frequently talked about how they took pictures 

that were creative in nature because reading is creative or they felt compelled to read when they 

were in creative environments. For some, colorful things in their surroundings inspired them to 

read or would be conducive for reading. During Abby’s interview, she even suggested making 

public places where teens are more colorful and to put in reading spaces with books to draw 

teens in.  

 Learning was brought up often in the post-Photovoice questionnaire when asked why 

reading is important, and was repeated in interviews. In the Photovoice group coding session, 

learning was discussed within the college theme and the religion theme; in both contexts, one 

must be able to read to learn in college and to read the Bible. Learning was seen as a method for 

gaining information about the world and also about oneself. For these students, learning and 

creativity related to their perceptions of the quantity and quality of reading materials, for certain 

reading materials and environments made them want to read more (i.e. the more artsy downtown 

area, places that would be open specifically for teens, materials that helped them learn about 

something new).  
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 They related books’ relatability (i.e. in the individual reflection of pictures during 

interviews) to their lives and the ability for books to be personalized for each reader as 

characteristics of reading materials that engage them in reading. During the interviews, co-

investigators said that when books are related to teens’ experiences, capture their interest, and 

involve their future plans, they place greater stock in reading. Most noted that they do not get 

those types of books in school, so even though school is seen as the major place to interact with 

teens, the school environment is not successful in making students exciting about reading.  

Final Steps 

 During April, the research team brainstormed key stakeholders to invite to the May 

graduation ceremony, with input from Iasis leaders and youth. At this ceremony, seniors who are 

graduating will be honored, and the new Iasis center will be unveiled. Additionally, the final art 

presentation will be mentioned as the year-long action project the group took on, as the Iasis 

leaders encourage their members to get involved in their communities. People from the 

university who were suggested to invite include: student athletes, campus librarians, deans of 

colleges, directors and staff of diversity offices and initiatives, and staff in student success 

offices. Within the community, a member of the local government, staff from the Wichita Public 

Library, staff representing booksellers, and education-focused non-profit leaders are invited. 

Invitations were sent through the month of April, and finishing touches were put on the mosaic 

for presentation. At the ceremony, teens will receive a book from a community organization to 

continue to encourage their reading. As part of the Photovoice process, policymakers and key 

people in the community are meant to connect to the project to hear about the findings and 

perhaps influence action.   
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

 The purpose of this dissertation was to understand: 1) what types of access young adults 

have to reading materials in their communities, and 2) their perceptions of the quantity and 

quality of those materials. The themes found through the triangulation of methods provide 

insight on these research questions and suggestions for future research and community action.  

The Photovoice Process Review 

FIGURE 4 

THE PHOTOVOICE PROCESS 

 The Photovoice process, in addition to questionnaires and interviews, outline the major 

points that emerged from the research (Figure 4; Catalani & Minkler, 2009). College students 

and high schoolers attending the Iasis youth group were trained on the ethics of taking pictures 

and the overarching picture question (i.e. What exists in your community that encourages you to 

read?) and went into the Wichita community to take pictures. Most took pictures on the same 

day in November, but some continued to take pictures around the center and their neighborhoods 

even as interviews started. Ten teens who took pictures individually analyzed the pictures they 

took (using the SHOWeD method). Likewise, the SHOWeD method guided a group discussion 

and selection of pictures. Fifteen investigators identified 21 pictures as being the most pertinent 

to the picture-taking question. The group coded their selected photographs into four themes 
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(college, signs, driving, and religion) and planned how to present their findings to the 

community.  

 This presentation is slated to be shown at the center’s graduation ceremony for high 

school seniors, and people from the community and college campus were invited to the 

ceremony to learn about the teens’ findings. Teens also noted weaknesses within the community 

and provided some suggestions for increasing access to books, which will also be discussed 

within the action and advocacy section.  

 The two questionnaires, interviews, and Photovoice process identified Wichita’s places 

where teens can get reading materials and characteristics of institutions within an ecological 

perspective (Bronfenbrenner, 1986) that encourage them to read. These places and characteristics 

comprise Wichita’s access to reading needs and strengths and are detailed in the next section.  

 The final component of empowerment will also be reviewed. While the original model 

emphasizes a level of individual empowerment, this research’s guiding theory of critical 

consciousness also induced collective empowerment. 

Summary of Major Findings and Connections to the Literature 

 From the questionnaires, Photovoice process, and interviews, co-investigators identified 

the physical structures and organizations that provide reading materials and also discussed 

characteristics of their built reading environments that encourage them to read and seek out 

books. While most reflections by co-investigators focused on the mesosystemic (i.e. school and 

libraries) and exosystemic (i.e. bookstores and community in general) levels of community life 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1986), some discussed individual factors that influence their ability to access 

books or their perceptions of the quality of materials, like not having books at home (discussed 

in Evans, 2004; Neuman, 1999; Scholastic, n.d.).  
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 Research question 1: Access to reading materials in the community. Through the 

questionnaires and interviews, the ten teens who were surveyed and interviewed believed that 

there were adequate places in Wichita to access reading materials. Eight of the ten co-

investigators agreed or strongly agreed that there are a lot of places where they could find 

reading materials in Wichita in the post-Photovoice questionnaire; in interviews, seven reiterated 

this sentiment.  

 First, in both the second questionnaire and interviews, schools and libraries (sometimes 

distinguished between the downtown library and library branches) were mentioned the most 

often as those places where they could and do access books. This is consistent with previous 

research, where students in low-income communities receive the majority of their books from 

school and public libraries (Worthy et al., 1999; Van Slyck, 1995; Johnson, 2015; Pawley, 2000; 

Krashen, 2014). However, one co-investigator said she accumulated late fees because she did not 

always have transportation; Neuman & Celano also reported that a fear of overdue fines do 

prohibit people from checking out books at public libraries (2004).  

 Second, one co-investigator mentioned Barnes & Noble in the post-Photovoice 

questionnaire, and as did another in their interview; other co-investigators said “bookstores” in 

general during their interviews, but could not name them or say where they were located. In 

community-wide assessments of available booksellers, low-income neighborhoods have fewer 

bookstores available in relation to high-income areas (Neuman and Celano, 2012). It may be that 

students said they could theoretically purchase from bookstores but could not name specific ones 

because there are few booksellers around them.  
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 Third, other places mentioned as providing access to books included: Little Free 

Libraries, hospitals, coffee shops, people in the community who work with youth groups, the 

YMCA, museums, and the cosmosphere.  

 Teens also outlined a number of issues about the types of access to reading materials in 

their communities. Across methods, three people had difficulty identifying particular places that 

provide access to books, or only mentioned one place (i.e. school or library) as making books 

available. This probing illuminated that upon further reflection, some teens could not identify 

those points of access in their communities. This finding is not surprising, again given that other 

research found that there are fewer physical points of access in poorer areas (Neuman & Celano, 

2001; Neuman & Celano, 2012, Neuman & Moland, 2016), such as the zip codes where Iasis and 

teens live. Among those who did identify places of access, they mentioned a variety of 

challenges teens in their communities face in retrieving reading materials. These included issues 

within individuals (i.e. not having books at home or not enjoying reading for fun), schools 

(discussed more in-depth next), and at the community-level (i.e. no places within primarily 

African American neighborhoods, high cost of books, lack of advertising to teens for libraries 

and booksellers, generally negative perceptions of reading among the public).  

 Research question 2: Quality and quantity of reading materials. In addition to having 

access to reading and books in schools, teens commented about the content of the materials and 

choosing what to read. These aspects influenced their frequency and enjoyment of reading. 

Everyone said (either during their interview or pre-Photovoice questionnaire) that they do most 

of their reading within the school setting; given the amount of time they spend reading for 

school, it makes sense that their evaluation of materials was concentrated mainly at this level.  
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 For most, it was not as much of a matter of not liking to read (although some did say in 

the interview that they do not like to read), but a variety of other factors: having to balance their 

time commitments, not being able to take books home for class assignments (which was also 

found in LeMoine et al.’s research, 1997), and not being able to find books that interest them, 

among others. The ability for books to reflect teens’ experiences was mentioned in the interviews 

and in the Photovoice coding. Teens said that when books relate to their future plans, have 

characters or conflicts that high schoolers face, showcase emotions they experience, or inspire 

them, they have more stake in the reading. However, class reading assignments often do not meet 

these expectations.  

 From their perspectives, books typically made available to them are of low-quality 

because they do not capture their interests or relate to them. Since most reading is done in 

schools, according to these interviews, more personalized books that relate to their experiences 

could get teens to read more frequently. Krashen’s research on free voluntary reading supports 

these teens’ statements; when students are encouraged to choose their own reading materials in 

school and out-of-school contexts, they report greater enjoyment of reading (2001; 2004; 2013). 

When students read materials they enjoy and read more frequently, they also see higher 

academic achievement because they practice reading more (Kirsch et al., 2002). A few students 

said that their classmates get frustrated with the reading choices in class, but if they practiced 

more, they would become more comfortable. This is also echoed in research on literacy 

development (Krashen, 2013; Scholastic, n.d.). In other low-income areas, school and class 

libraries are less personalized for students (Wiegand, 2007). It could be that the classrooms and 

books these co-investigators discussed are part of a bigger issue—a lack of available resources to 

choose from when designing curriculum. Given that state funding for public schools decreases 
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year by year in Kansas, this could very well be the case (Carey, 2004; Ushomirsky & Williams, 

2015).   

 At a community level, teens indicated in the post-Photovoice questionnaire that they feel 

valued by Wichita as a reader, although their interviews gave mixed insights into this answer. 

Responses in the second questionnaire were mostly positive about access to reading materials in 

Wichita and in their communities, and were also mentioned in interviews. When probed further 

about teens reading in Wichita, however, some insinuated that teens are not the focus when it 

comes to reading. Some said that book giveaways tend to focus on younger ages and collect 

older and tattered books. Further, one teen said that besides family, teachers, and some people in 

the community, not a lot of people care about these ages. One co-investigator worried that unless 

things change in Wichita, “Kids [will keep] going to jail, kids just won’t care.” Other research 

focused on access to reading materials has also focused on younger readers (Neuman & Celano, 

2012; Neuman & Moland, 2016; Pribesh et al., 2011; Krashen, 2004). On the other hand, one 

teen recommended:  

start[ing] a reading group. I’ve seen adults have reading groups and sessions… I could 

see it happening at the public library. It would be multiple groups sitting at different 

areas in the library reading the books, laughing, having a good time, just enjoying each 

other’s company and the book…you have to offer transportation. Also, just having places 

to do it at. I can’t think of a lot of places where they would allow you to have a lot of 

teenagers in the room. 

 A second teen asked their interviewer if they were going to start a reading group at Iasis 

with them. These teens asked about creating reading groups for people their age, because they 

have only seen adult groups advertised. This relates back to comments about a lack of 
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advertising to teens, for even if the public library or booksellers had young adult reading groups, 

they are unaware that they exist. Additionally, questions about a reading group point to a social 

aspect of reading that was mentioned in interviews. If more young people talk about reading and 

know that their peers or friends are participating in something reading-related, teens can be 

influenced to read more. The Little Free Library organization has an initiative that aims to do this 

very action: “The goal is to engage friends, neighbors and communities in a grassroots effort to 

get everyone, but especially kids, saying ‘Whatcha Readin?’ We hope to see a lively discussion 

around books become part of your everyday routine” (Little Free Library, 2018). The aim of this 

program is to start casual conversations about reading so that it becomes a normal part of 

people’s lives.   

 Secondary findings. In addition to findings that map on to the research questions, teens 

discussed similar things across methods that were important for understanding young adult 

literacy development. Learning was mentioned across all three methods as a lead reason why 

reading is important in these teens’ lives. This was discussed and coded in different ways in each 

method, but overall, reading is seen as a powerful tool to help people learn about themselves and 

others. It can help them learn concrete literacy skills, like vocabulary expansion and grammar 

(found in Krashen, 2013; Scholastic, n.d.), and life skills, like problem-solving (also in Krashen, 

2004), job and secondary education preparedness, and driving. During the group coding, college 

had the most pictures and represented learning as a whole. Most teens at the session want to go 

to college, whether it was Wichita State or another school, so this future plan encourages them to 

excel in school now and be able to read well. For these teens, the ability to learn from books and 

reach their goals motivates them to seek materials to read.  
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 Creativity was also mentioned throughout the methods as being related to reading. Teens 

said that reading is a creative act in itself, because it expands people’s imagination. Some 

discussed how a creative environment can foster a desire to read when there are colors around 

and there are interesting things in the built reading environment that entice teens. This theme 

relates to the research question in that a particular context will inspire people to read; if public, 

built reading environments become more creative and suited for teens’ wants, perhaps more 

young adults will be reading outside of school.  

 Discussions about the signs, driving, and religion categories were not necessarily the 

focus in the literature review, but were indicated as things in their environment that encourage 

them to read. Research on neighborhoods’ quality of reading materials has considered the quality 

of signs in the environment as an indication of the care low-income settings receive in 

comparison to more affluent ones (also in Neuman & Celano, 2012; Krashen, 2004; Handel, 

1999). Teens mentioned that these are the things they see and read most often, because signs are 

everywhere around them, and other researchers have noted that when low-income neighborhoods 

have poor quality signs (i.e. faded, covered in stickers or writing, bent), there are also fewer 

books available (Neuman & Celano, 2012; Neuman & Moland, 2016). Investigators also 

identified driving as an important encouragement of reading; drivers need to be able to read to 

know where they are going and it represents their ability to achieve their goals and the options 

they have when they choose books (just as they would have different route options when 

driving). Similarly, the use of technology in teens’ everyday lives were discussed in the 

interviews. Because teens use social media apps on a daily basis and do most of their out-of-

school reading that way, technology does promote reading for some young adults (although some 

also mentioned that technology is distracting). Additionally, the religion theme included church 
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and their youth group, where they can find reading materials like the Bible. They related this 

category to learning as well, as there are people within their church that help them learn more 

about their faith. Different religions and perspectives even within Christianity have varying 

relationships with literacy, but there are documented connections between religion’s influence on 

literacy development (Lytra et al., 2016). Teens coding these pictures and creating these themes 

found these groups and their corresponding pictures to be the most relevant aspects that 

encourage them to read. In relation to the research questions, these themes emergent from the 

chosen pictures from Photovoice represent their motivations for seeking reading materials and 

for reading better.  

Empowerment and Critical Consciousness Theory 

 Eight investigators indicated in the post-Photovoice questionnaire that the experience was 

positive because they had the opportunity to explore and think about parts of the city in new 

ways. They thought it was positive because they learned about different areas of town (i.e. 

downtown and the WSU campus) that they live near but have not looked at in relation to reading 

access. The fact that the co-investigators’ choice to visit these parts of town to analyze and learn 

about is an empowered one. Had they taken pictures of their neighborhoods within the three 

target zip codes as initially planned, findings and suggestions for improving access to books 

surely would have been different. Even though WSU’s campus and downtown areas are not fully 

within the zip codes in which co-investigators live, there might have been more challenges in 

producing actionable changes (i.e. because of zoning laws regulating where businesses can be in 

housing areas). During the Photovoice process, instead, they explored areas that peaked their 

interest and did not know existed (like one who went back to the interior design store downtown 

because of their interest in the field). They also thought deeper about those parts of Wichita they 
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visited, and some commented that they realized how much they read on a daily basis. This was 

echoed throughout the interviews and in the signs category from the Photovoice group coding 

exercise. In the interviews, two people said they do not think about reading often, but going 

through the interview questions, they dug deeper into their relationships with reading. One co-

investigator who expressed a disinterest in reading from the beginning of the interview ended up 

sharing their perspective that the predominantly African American parts of town do not have as 

many resources related to reading and wished the town placed more services near them that were 

affordable. This analytic understanding of their community indicated that despite their feelings 

about reading, they at least wanted others to be able to choose from reading materials even if the 

neighborhood is poor.  

 Some co-investigators also commented that they bonded with the other people in their 

group, which was evident in the other parts of the project. During the group coding session, 

everyone talked to one another to create the groupings and discussed why particular pictures 

were more pertinent to the grouping question (What exists in the community that encourages you 

to read?). As the research team guided them through the SHOWeD method to elicit connections 

to their lives, teens ended up talking about their personal goals, relationships with people in their 

lives, and their faith. Additionally, when planning for and creating the final art project, everyone 

worked together to decide what the presentation of pictures should be and then to design it. 

Through these group activities, students encouraged each other to finish each task and ended up 

with a product they can keep within their center. The group’s input in who to invite to the final 

presentation of findings was also a sign of pride in the project. These group reflections on 

empowerment are examples of collective empowerment, through which groups examine and 

question power and emphasize action for the benefit of the group (Sjoberg et al., 2014).  
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 One young teen’s experience throughout the school year illustrates an individual 

empowerment component, as per the Photovoice process model. At the beginning of the project, 

they expressed their disinterest in participating. When the research team first met with the youth 

group, this teen was on their phone and not paying attention. The day everyone took pictures, 

they went with the Wichita State University group, and on the bus ride over talked about how 

much they did not want to go and take pictures. While on campus, however, they took pictures 

everywhere they went. In fact, this particular teen produced and forwarded the most pictures to 

the researchers out of the Wichita State group. As they walked around, they mentioned to one of 

the researchers that they want to go to college. On the post-Photovoice questionnaire, the co-

investigator said “I don’t know” how the experience affected them. Even though they do not like 

to read, this teen named a number of unique points of access in Wichita and offered a few 

suggestions to support teens reading. During the group coding, they were an active contributor to 

the discussion and eagerly brainstormed with the group how to present the pictures as a mosaic. 

When the group created the presentation, they were the first person to pick up scissors and start 

cutting out images from the pictures. Over the course of the project, this teen became more 

involved within their peer group and in the project and critically analyzed their surroundings 

during the interview. As a result, this young adult identified a new future plan and contributed to 

a lasting presentation of findings from this year.  

 The Wichita State research team engaged teen co-investigators within a critical 

consciousness framework using a problem-posing educational perspective (Freire, 1968). Using 

this theory as the guideposts for conversations and group coding exercises, co-investigators 

engaged with each other, their community, and had a stake in the research process. Their 
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suggestions for improving access to reading materials based on reported needs and photographed 

assets will be discussed as strategies for action and advocacy mentioned later on.  

Limitations 

 Over the school year when this project took place, the research team worked with the 

Iasis Center’s schedule, which met twice a month on Thursdays. This limited the team’s contact 

with the teens, and some weeks, there were special events that interfered with their attendance 

and schedule (i.e. sports practices on Thursdays, a music recital, winter break). With these 

irregularities in meetings, methods had to switch from the original plan. Because of winter break, 

the group coding session had to happen in the new year instead of right after pictures were taken. 

The research team also had difficulty getting pictures from the teens after they were taken, and 

instead of delaying the whole process, the team worked with the center leaders in getting pictures 

from students during the interview and switching the timing of interviews and group coding. 

Despite these logistic challenges, the research team worked with the group to alter methods to 

work best for the group and create a schedule that was appropriate for all.  

 Additionally, teens’ attendance varied meeting by meeting. Because the group meets as 

an extracurricular activity outside of the school setting, teens are not required to attend every 

week. Thus, the team did not know who would attend each week to plan for interviews or the 

group coding. This inconsistency in attendance among teens is the reason why three males were 

interviewed instead of an even five as originally intended. Given the fact that male attendees 

were the most likely to miss the group because of sports practices, however, interviewing three 

males is seen as a positive. The irregularity of attendance among Iasis members is also the reason 

why one interview was done by phone. Instead of waiting another week to see who would attend, 

the Iasis leaders permitted the research team to call one of the co-investigators who took pictures. 
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This last interview was done on a different day of the week than the others and in a different 

method; for this one, the interviewer did not have body language as a signal for communication, 

which could have limited interactions between both people.  

 During the picture taking day, teens used their own phones even though the traditional 

Photovoice experience specifies using disposable cameras (Rabinowitz, n.d.; Catalani & 

Minkler, 2009). The research team decided on using the teens’ own phones because of their 

comfort with their devices and knowledge with the technology, whereas they may not have 

experience with disposable cameras. As the groups went out, however, some teens’ phones were 

not charged fully, did not have enough memory, or kept their phones at the center. Most who 

took pictures did not send them along to the Iasis email as instructed and reminded, and a couple 

who took pictures got new phones and lost their pictures before sending them. Because of these 

technological challenges, the number of available high schoolers with pictures to interview was 

more limited. Given these limitations, the research team ended up interviewing the teens who 

attended on the days they were there and who still had pictures available. This convenience 

sample of interviewees may have influenced the findings, but still sought to balance this sample 

as best as possible based on gender and grade in school.  

 Finally, the researchers realized that the topic of reading could give way to eliciting 

socially desirable answers. Reading and literacy are generally viewed positively in society, and 

high schoolers might have felt like they needed to promote a similar positive view during 

interviews. By the time interviews started, the research team had been attending meetings at the 

center for three months. The same people conducted interviews over the three months they 

happened so that teens could build comfort and trust with the team. While there still could have 

been socially desirable answers, some teens relayed negative or neutral attitudes toward reading 
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in the questionnaire and interview. Also, teens expressed affirmative and negative views on 

access to reading materials in Wichita, which indicate an openness of true feelings. Because 

these teens are a part of a faith-based youth group with adult leaders who wanted their students 

to get involved in a social justice project, they could have been primed to give these answers as 

well, however this was some students’ first years there and were new to this group. 

Self-Reflexivity 

 Part of this process included self-reflexivity on the part of the principal researcher 

(Gibson & Brown, 2009). This was intended to keep in check any preconceived expectations of 

teens’ responses. As some co-investigators mentioned in their interviews, teens are oftentimes 

seen as nuisances, uninterested in their surroundings, and headed for trouble. This project aimed 

to provide a platform for young adults to share their experiences and offer suggestions to create a 

better Wichita. Additionally, the principal investigator is not from Wichita, is older than the co-

investigators, and of a different race and religious perspective than most of the teens. Despite 

having done the background literature review and some familiarity with services in Wichita, the 

principal investigator continuously took stock of their perceptions to base analysis and 

reflections of the research on the data emergent from teens. Still, the secondary findings section 

of this discussion included themes and topics (mainly from the Photovoice group coding session) 

that were unexpected from the beginning review and emphasize the importance of inductive 

analysis of the data.  

Future Research, Action, and Advocacy 

 Additional research could continue working with youth in Wichita to learn perspectives 

from other youth-serving organizations. Since more research focuses on younger students, high 

schoolers could benefit for greater voice in the topic of reading and access to books. Further, 
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parents and teachers could share their perspectives about their young adult readers. As Burke et 

al. noted, school is only one part of the learning experience (2016), so research would benefit 

from hearing from parents about access within the home and access within schools in these zip 

codes. Other researchers like Neuman and Celano (2001) and Neuman and Moland (2016) have 

compared availability between rich and poor areas of towns; this project did not look at wealthier 

zip codes in Wichita, so future projects could do similarly. Physical maps could be made of 

places of access in the city for teens to reference to find age-appropriate and relevant books. 

There currently exists a map of locations of Little Free Libraries in Wichita (MakeICT, 2017), so 

an expanded map of reading locations across the city could be a benefit. Given that some teens 

said they imagine technology being incorporated into reading, a reading app could be developed 

especially for teens with teen input on important features.  

 The last step of this project will culminate in an event celebrating graduating seniors in 

May and the unveiling of Iasis’s new building. Here, the final art project will be revealed to 

parents and invited community members as the overarching social justice activity the group took 

on. The research team, with input from the co-investigators, Iasis leaders, and college students, 

will invite people from WSU (i.e. student athletes, staff in diversity offices, college librarians, 

and student success staff) and the community (i.e. staff at youth agencies, councilpeople, CEOs 

of literacy non-profits, librarians at Wichita Public Library) to attend. The final art presentation 

acts as a permanent item for the Iasis center to keep and share with the community. This event 

also aims to connect the center and its teens to key people in the community who care about 

teens, their success, and reading. Through this presentation, teens’ suggestions for change will be 

shared so that people will learn what young adults in Wichita think about their options for 
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reading. Since reading has great implications for their futures, as relayed in Photovoice and 

interviews, attendees at the event may be able to facilitate some of the following suggestions.  

 Co-investigators shared through the project their recommendations to make reading 

materials more available for teens in Wichita. Some of these suggestions are based on needs they 

identified in the community because of a lack of access, whereas other suggestions arise from 

things in Wichita that encourage them to read. One suggestion that emerged is to restructure the 

classroom setting in a variety of ways: assign reading materials that are relatable for urban teens, 

allow students to choose their own reading materials (since everyone has their own personal 

interests), permit students to take home books, and connect their reading success in high school 

to their future plans (whether it is college or potential career). Teens said school is seen as the 

main source of encouragement of reading in the Wichita community, so change should happen at 

this level.  

 Photovoice and some interviews indicated that reading happens in every day 

environments, such as with signs, driving, and using technology. Even though teens did not focus 

on books, magazines, or other physical reading materials, there are the ways in which people 

practice reading on a daily basis without even realizing it. The city of Wichita, business owners, 

and organizations can make sure their signs are legible, clean, updated, and at eye-level for 

people to read easily. Co-investigators connected learning to signs throughout downtown and 

WSU’s campus, so buildings, statues, roads, and other aspects of public life can post signs for 

people to learn more about their surroundings. Technology can facilitate reading with young 

adults as well, although it may not work well for all young people. One suggestion from a co-

investigator was to create book trailers to show on social media, similar to movie trailers.  
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 Organizations that work with high schoolers can encourage reading through their 

programming similar to Iasis. As a result of the relationships garnered with this partnership, 

teens at the center will each receive a free book that is appropriate for their age group. A few co-

investigators suggested that people who care about literacy go to the places where teens are at 

(i.e. the mall, after-school programs, faith-based youth groups) and start reading groups. Since 

these teens indicated that religion is a major source of encouragement for their reading 

development, other religious youth groups could likewise foster an interest in reading in their 

teen members.  

 Since creativity emerged from all three methods, points of access within the community 

can infuse the arts with reading. One teen felt that the colorful, artsy feeling of downtown should 

be brought out into other parts of the community, because he felt the most inspired to read while 

he was in that area. Another also recommended that public areas that welcome people to read be 

more colorful and fun to draw teens in. A few teens had taken pictures of statues and city art 

installations that related to reading for them, so reading areas could have artwork near them to 

better engage teens in their built reading environments.  

 Within the community, teens suggested: building more library branches, increasing 

advertisement aimed at teens (for libraries and booksellers), hold book collections for young 

adults with newer and more relatable books, place books in the places teens naturally congregate, 

install more Little Free Libraries in neighborhoods, and have more conversations about reading 

in the community (i.e. stories in the news).  

Conclusions 

 During the course of the 2017-2018 school year, members from the Wichita State 

University community partnered with a youth-serving organization to assess Wichita’s 
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availability of reading materials for teenagers. The focus on teens emerged from a literature 

review indicating that older students in the education system living in low-income environments 

have restricted access to reading materials (Neuman & Celano, 2012; Neuman & Celano, 2016). 

High schoolers took pictures of parts of town they decided to visit and coded the pictures based 

on similar themes as a group. In addition, some students were interviewed to gain their 

perspectives on the pictures they personally took and to elicit additional information about their 

views. Through analyses across methods, the research team found that most teens felt there was 

adequate access in Wichita to reading materials. When pressed further, however, there were 

mixed perspectives when some students had difficulty identifying where they could get books in 

town. Further, teens said that the quality of books available for them was somewhat limited: 

books are not streamlined to student interests and experiences and they are not engaged and 

interested in the book choices in schools. Additionally, when they can connect books to their 

future plans (like college or career), they are more interested in reading. They are encouraged to 

read by things they see in their daily lives—from signs, driving around, and their faith. When 

these elements connect to reading, they perceive those materials as being better quality.  

 Youth were connected to a project they had influence in shaping and designing with 

researchers. The project also is sustainable in that it will be permanent in the new building as art. 

Projects like this that connect the community with a social justice framework has broad 

implications for what can be done to influence public policy, such as giving youth choice 

concerning their curriculum at school, establishing book clubs, and investing in reading 

programs and organizations that target their age group. If youth are to be successful in life, 

eradicating book deserts is one of the main topics on the policy agenda.   
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APPENDIX A 

Question for pictures:  

1. What exists in your community that encourages you read?  

 

Picture description: 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Why took picture/how does it fit with one of the 

questions:_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Where was picture taken (address, if 

possible):______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Story/Notes about 

picture:_______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX B 

SHOWeD Reflection Sheet 

Based on the pictures you and the group identified as the most relevant to the questions, think 

about the following questions. Even though there are multiple photos to think about, try to take 

notes on the majority of pictures for each question.  

 

What do you 

SEE here? 

What is really 

HAPPENING? 

How does this 

relate to OUR 

lives? 

WHY does this 

problem or 

strength exist? 

What can we 

DO about it? 
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APPENDIX C 

Pre-Photovoice Questionnaire 

Before we start the workshop, please take a few minutes to answer the following questions. These 

should start getting you to think about what the project will be about and are helpful in 

providing more information about the pictures everyone took.  

 

1. What zip code do you live in? _________________ 

2. How old are you? ____________________ 

3. Race/Ethnicity:________________________ 

4. Gender: ________________________ 

5. What grade are you in? _______________________ 

6. What school are you at? ____________________________ 

7. How often do you read outside of school?  

Every day or almost every day     Once or twice a week    

Once or twice a month           Never or almost never  

8. How much do you like to read? 

Not at all   A little bit    Quite a lot   Very much  

9. Has either your liking or actual reading changed as you’ve gotten older? Explain. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

9. What types of things do you like to/would like to read on your own? 

Magazines     Horror  Newspapers  

General Fiction     Books about other cultures/in 

other languages      

History         

Non-Fiction   Romance  Poetry  

Audiobooks   Classics  Comics  

Young Adult Novels  Crime/Mystery Novels  Science Fiction  

Fantasy  Things on tablets/e-readers  Other (Write-in)  
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APPENDIX D 

Post-Photovoice Questionnaire 

The next statements ask you to rate your community’s reading options.  

  Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Agree Strongly 

Agree 

1. There are a lot of places in Wichita where I 

can find books/things I want to read.  

1 2 3 4 

2. There are lots of places in Wichita that 

encourage me to read.   

1 2 3 4 

3. There are not enough places where I could 

find books/things to read in my community.  

1 2 3 4 

4.  There are not enough places where I could 

find books/things to read in Wichita.  

1 2 3 4 

5. The books/things to read in Wichita are not 

appropriate for me (too young, outdated, 

etc.). 

1 2 3 4 

6. There is a public library within a reasonable 

distance from me. 

1 2 3 4 

7. There should be more places to buy books 

around me.  

1 2 3 4 

8. There should be more places to borrow 

books around me.  

1 2 3 4 

 

9. Wichita values me as a young adult reader.  1 2 3 4 

10. Where do you/would you go to get a new book to read in Wichita? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  

11. Is reading important for your life? Why do you say that? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

12. What are your thoughts on the Photovoice experience? How did being a part of this affect 

you as a person? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX E 

Training Materials 

 

Using Photovoice 

 

The technique known as “Photovoice” was developed by Caroline C. Wang and 

Mary Ann Burris and described in a series of research articles, listed on their 

website: www.photovoice.com. The following definition and background on the 

concept of Photovoice is excerpted and adapted from their website with 

permission below: 

 

Definition 

 

Photovoice is a process where people can identify, represent, and positively 

impact their community through photography. It entrusts cameras to the hands of 

people to record what they see and use that information to inspire change in their 

own communities. By using photos and their accompanying stories, evidence is 

presented to empower community residents to address common issues by 

creating positive new policies. 

 

Goals 

 

Photovoice has three main goals: 

• to enable people to present evidence of their community’s strengths and 

concerns; 

• to promote dialogue about community issues through large and small group 

discussions of photographs; and 

• to reach decision makers with viable policy options. 

 

Stages 

 

The stages of photovoice include: 

• identifying the project goals & objectives for using photovoice 

• recruiting community members to conduct the photovoice research 

• training the photovoice co-investigators 

• taking the pictures 

• facilitating group discussion, reflection & dialogue: 

1. selecting photographs for discussion 

2. sharing of reactions and storytelling 

3. identifying issues, themes, and theories 

• interviewing co-investigators for their unique insight 

• reaching community policy makers to create change 
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APPENDIX E (continued) 

Ethical Guidelines 

It is critical that photovoice projects take as many precautions as possible to ensure that 

participants, subjects, and any other individuals involved are safe and assured of their rights. 

Your safety as a co-investigator or volunteer is paramount. These are ethics to go by as you go 

out into your community or your group’s community: 

- The co-investigating photographer may not take an individual’s picture without permission. 

This would be an intrusion into an individuals’, groups’, or communities’ private space. Consent 

forms will be given out when you go into your communities for this purpose.  

- If the individual(s) do not want their photograph taken, the co-investigating 

photographer must respect this.  

- The co-investigating photographer is not required to receive a signature when taking a 

picture of a group of people where individual faces are not recognizable or if the 

photographer is taking a photo of something and a person just happens to walk into the 

shot.  

- The co-investigating photographer may not take photographs or disclose embarrassing facts 

about individual(s).  

- The co-investigating photographer may not portray the individual(s) or subject(s) in a false 

light through images that distorts the truth or creates false impressions of the individual(s) or 

subject(s). 

- Photovoice photographs may not be used for commercial benefit.  

- Each co-investigating photographer and program volunteer shall engage in a group discussion 

about ethics, power, and the responsibility that comes with taking photographs.  

- Program volunteers and co-investigators will take all possible measures to ensure that the 

community voices and experiences are authentically heard.  
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APPENDIX E (continued) 

 

Photovoice Consent 

For those who may appear in photographs 

Introduction 

The Community Reading Access Project, conducted by Wichita State University’s Department 

of Psychology, wants to determine how youth view their reading environments. Through 

photography and discussions we are capturing how young people view their neighborhoods and 

how these places impact their reading attitudes and behaviors. Photovoice also includes group 

discussion to further enhance the meaning of the chosen topic. Photos and narratives will be 

displayed in a group session so that their photos can be displayed.  

What is involved? 

Your participation will take less than 10 minutes. During this time, the photographer may take 

pictures that contain images of you. Your name or any other identifying information will not be 

known or listed with the photos. It is good to remember that there is always the chance someone 

may recognize you in the photos.  

What happens to the photographs? 

Photographs become the property of WSU’s Department of Psychology and may be used in 

public exhibits, presentation, publications and/or other purposes.  

If you have questions about this research, you can contact Wichita State University, Department 

of Psychology, Julia Siwierka (jxsiwierka@shockers.wichita.edu) or Dr. Rhonda K. Lewis, 

(Rhonda.lewis@wichita.edu).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:jxsiwierka@shockers.wichita.edu
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APPENDIX E (continued) 

By signing this consent form, I agree to voluntarily have my photograph taken. I also understand 

and agree that unless otherwise notified in writing, WSU Department of Psychology assumes 

that permission is granted to use the photo(s) for public exhibits, presentations, publications, 

and/or other purposes. Thanks for your time and help! 

PHOTOVOICE CONSENT TABLE 
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APPENDIX F 

Interview Guide 

Investigator: Thanks for sitting down to talk more about your thoughts about reading, books, and 

what you see around you! Before we start anything, send your Photovoice pictures to the 

Iasis email. (Wait for them to send pictures.)  

Thank you for sending those! Now, here’s a quick few questions for you to answer before we 

start the interview. (Hand them “Post Photovoice questionnaire.) 

(When they are done) Thank you for looking at those questions.  

I have a few questions already written out for this interview, and the questionnaire you just did 

should have helped to get you thinking about this conversation. Just know there are no wrong 

answers and definitely share whatever comes to mind!  

If it is okay with you, may I audio record this conversation so that I don’t miss anything you say? 

(Wait for verbal consent). Even though we’ll talk using our names, I will remove your name and 

other identifying information in any later reports so that no one will know it’s you giving these 

responses. You already did an assent form for the project, but do I also have your consent for this 

interview? (Wait for verbal consent). Great!  

• The questionnaire asked if you like to read—why do you like to or not like to read? 

o Follow-up: What is it about reading or books that draws you in or turns you away?  

 

• The questionnaire also asked how often you read—why do you read the amount that you do? 

o Prompt: Time, degree to which you like to read, nothing good to read 

 

• You’ve spent some time walking around Wichita taking pictures of what is out there in terms 

of getting to books. Let’s look at these pictures on your phone.  

o Follow-up: Tell me about the pictures you took.  

o What do you SEE in these pictures?  

o What is REALLY happening in these pictures?  

o How do these pictures relate to YOUR life?  

 

• Do you think there are enough places in town to encourage you to read?   

o Follow-up: Why do you say that?  

o Follow-up: What places/organizations exist in Wichita to offer books to people your 

age? 

o Follow-up: Are there other places we didn’t go to that DO encourage you to read? 

o Follow-up: WHY does this problem (or strength) exist in Wichita?  

 

• How do you think your viewpoints about reading overall or books are influenced by how 

much Wichita encourages you to read? 

o Prompt: If you took a lot of pictures, for instance, does that mean that Wichita has lot 

of options for your reading? Does that also mean that you like to read a lot?  

o Follow-up: Why do you say that? 
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APPENDIX F (continued) 

• Is there anything important about being able to read well in life?  

o Follow-up: Why do you say that? 

o Follow-up (if reading isn’t important): Why might it be important about being able to 

read? 

 

• In an ideal world, what would Wichita look like to encourage you and teens like you to read?  

o Follow-up: What suggestions do you have to make reading more available? 

o Follow-up: What can we DO about this in Wichita?  

o Prompt: Have more options for reading electronically instead of paper books, more 

reading spots in town 

 

• If you were to predict the future of Wichita teens reading, what would that future look like?  

o Follow-up: Does anything need to change in Wichita to make that happen, or do you 

think teens around here are good when it comes to their reading? 

 

• What is one thing that I and others need to know about reading and books with people your 

age? 

 

• Do you have any last minute thoughts? 

o Prompt: Was there anything that I missed?  

 

Thanks a bunch!  
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APPENDIX G 

ALL PRE-PHOTOVOICE RESPONSES 

Reading frequency 

How often do you read outside of 

school? 

f (responses) 

N=22 

Every day or almost every day 5 

Once or twice a week 6 

Once or twice a month 8 

Never or almost never 3 

Enjoyment of reading 

How much do you like to read? 
f (responses) 

N=22 

Not at all 3 

A little bit 12 

Quite a lot 4 

Very much 2 

No response (said likes to read in 

interview) 
1 

Changes in reading 

Has either your liking or actual 

reading changed as you’ve gotten 

older? (open-ended) 

f (responses) 

N=22 

No 7 

Yes 14 

No response 1 

Genres of reading 

materials 

What types of things do you like 

to/would like to read on your own? 
f (responses) 

Magazines 11 

Fiction 5 

Non-fiction 5 

Audiobooks 1 

Young Adult 8 

Fantasy 4 

Horror 8 

Romance 4 

Classics 3 

Crime/Mystery novels 6 

Things on tablets/e-readers 1 

Newspapers 3 

History 3 

Poetry 7 

Comics 7 

Science Fiction 3 

Other: Bio 1 

Other: Basketball stories 1 

 


